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The imagery of slavery, Marcus Wood rightly notes, needs to be taken
seriously. The author of a previous book on English radical satire and
print culture in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, a painter,
and a lecturer at the University of Sussex in England, Wood follows his
own advice and provides close readings of a large number of illustrations
produced over a fairly extensive period and on two continents. He considers
a range of visual material: from beautiful oil paintings to crude woodcuts,
from expensive engravings to cheap broadsides. Since popularity and lon-
gevity dictate his choices, he traces influences into the twentieth century; for
example, the various ways in which the depictions of the slave ship Brookes
are reproduced on Bob Marley's 1979 LP album cover Survival and on
Barry Unsworth's 1992 dust jacket, Sacred Hunger. The book focuses on
four themes: the Middle Passage, slave flight, Uncle Tom's Cabin, and slave
torture. His quarry is "the semiotic core of Western responses to slavery,"
that is, those images that "exerted an immediate, and frequently lasting,
cultural impact on Western culture" (p. 10).

In his first, substantive chapter, Wood devotes most attention to two major
pictorial representations of the Middle Passage: the engraving Description of
a Slave Ship, published by the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the Slave
Trade in 1789, and J.M.W. Turner's Slavers Throwing Overboord the Dead
and Dying, Typhon Coming On, painted in 1840. The first was "the most
famous, widely reproduced and widely adapted image representing slave
conditions on the middle passage ever made" (p. 17). It emphasized passivity,
as in the abolition seal, "Am I not a man and a brother?" which depicted a
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kneeling, slave supplicant. It was successful, Wood suggests, because of its
precision, its use of the most advanced techniques of naval architecture. "The
conjunction of technical engraving with the depiction of a mass of black
human flesh," Wood astutely notes, "is a superb semiotic shock tactic" (p.
27). The second, Turner's oil painting, "is the only indisputably great work
of Western art ever made to commemorate the Atlantic slave trade" (p. 41).
For Wood, it combines the sublime (the destructive force of nature in vivid
color) and the ridiculous (the still-shackled leg), beauty and brutality, fury
and dignity, blood red and bright gold, light and dark. The thirty or so pages
deconstructing Turner's painting are one of the highlights of the book.

A second chapter explores the iconography of slave escape, the
contending semiotic practices - escape and desertion, cowardice and heroism,
rebel narrative and advertised property - which the runaway generated. The
icon of the runaway, so standardized it appeared in printer's stock books,
depersonalized the slave, and even in the abolition press the passivity and
dependency of the fugitive are often stressed. Much of the chapter is devoted
to a detailed analysis of the relationship of text and imagery in the slave
narratives of Frederick Douglass, Henry Bibb, and Henry "Box" Brown.

A third chapter probes the representation of blacks in a key mid-
nineteenth-century work, Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin,
which, with all its merchandising spinoffs such as jigsaw puzzles, board
and card games, and even wallpaper, "is a central archive for late Victorian
popular fantasies of slave culture" (p. 146). But, in fact, the chapter is even
more wide-ranging because, to understand the motifs of sentimental humor,
violence, and sex that permeate George Cruikshank's illustrations, Wood
traces his lengthy career and goes back to the late eighteenth century to show
the influences on this "most famous graphic artist in the Western world" (p.
151) of such men as James Gillray and Richard Newton.

A final chapter investigates the imagery of torture. A slave collar,
"beautiful in form and disgusting in functión" (p. 221), is a witness to
the power of artifacts to mislead. By contrast, Alexander Anderson's late
eighteenth-century wood-engravings of slave punishment masks are praised
for unflinchingly showing their effects on the slave body. And William
Blake's famous "Whipping of a Samboe Girl" (1796) is said to invite us
"to enjoy the sexual frisson elicited by such suffering beauty," thereby
teetering "on the verge of pornography in order to confront us with our own
corruptibility" (pp. 236-37). Actually, if Wood had cited the correct captioh
of this engraving, "Flagellation of a Female Samboe Slave," which his
reproduced image clearly notes, his point might have gained even greater
support (see also Stedman 1988:LXXVIII, 265).

As his title indicates, Wood recognizes the importance of memory but
notes its selectiveness, the ability both to recollect and to forget. He is aware
of the need to acknowledge the inheritance of slavery, but he is under no
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illusions about ever recapturing the experience. In a short conclusion, he has
some harsh criticisms of slavery museums, particularly the one in Liverpool.
He approvingly quotes a Holocaust expert about being "witnesses to the
unpresentable" (p. 11), which does seem to put museums in an almost
impossible bind. Embracing the irretrievability of the slave experience surely
compromises the vitally important project of trying to recover that experience
through social and cultural documents. And, as Wood notes, art has a special
role because it can represent horror through beauty. Art can penetrate the
thickest of veils, even occasionally working miracles and making the blind
see. But to emphasize blindness and miscomprehension really does not help
to explain how art creates and transmits memory.

This is an impressive book, full of smart insights, but with some
weaknesses. I could have wished for a more historical approach, with the
work taking a chronological rather than thematic approach. Some of the
juxtapositions of images seemed random, with insufficient attention to the
cultural moment and artistic traditions in which those images were produced.
Just one example of a chance lost: Wood would have profited by comparing
nineteenth-century depictions of runaway slaves with their eighteenth-
century counterparts; see Lacey (1996). For much earlier antecedents of
some of his motifs, see also Erickson and Hulse (2000). More space might
have been devoted to contemporary conventions of beauty, taste, fashion, or,
for that matter, race. Another weakness is that the book homogenizes rather
than differentiates between Europe (almost entirely England) and America
(mostly the United States, but with some passing references to Brazil and
the Caribbean). Both space and time, then, are conflated into a single
"abolitionist" moment. Finally, despite its length and copious illustrations
(175 in all), the book is far from exhaustive. Wood notes three important
exclusions: there is little here on representations of slave rebellions (both
at sea and on land), day-to-day conditions of slavery, and the African side
of the slave trade. It is to be hoped that Marcus Wood soon produces such a
sequel.
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In Arising from Bondage Ron Ramdin covers the history of the Indo-
Caribbean people in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In this synthesis
he sets out to compare their experiences in Guyana, Trinidad, Suriname,
Jamaica, Cuba, Grenada, Martinique, and Guadeloupe. As he states in the
preface, "in spite of the many theses, papers, monographs, and articles (each
emphasizing a specific aspect or aspects of the Indo-Caribbean experience)
their limitations have highlighted the importance of a synthesis of the general
and the particular, an alignment of the 'truffle' hunter's view with that of
the 'parachutist'" (p. vii). I couldn't agree more. In the preface Ramdin also
promises "an epic story" and an "invaluable bibliography" (p. viii) to whet
the appetite even more.

The volume is divided into four chapters. The first is a general overview
of how East Indian indentured labor was to save the Caribbean plantations
after the abolition of slavery. The second chapter focuses on indentureship,
free Indians, and the abolition of the indenture system. It has a geographical
subdivision covering British Guiana, Trinidad, Jamaica, and Suriname, res-
pectively. Chapter 3 discusses East Indians and colonial Caribbean society,
focusing on the four colonies mentioned above as well as Grenada and
Cuba, and Martinique and Guadeloupe. The final chapter tackles the issue of
identity in Guyana, Trinidad, Suriname, and Guadeloupe.

This brief synopsis may already reveal some of the book's limitations.
First of all, Ramdin never explains exactly what indentureship or the
terms of the labor contract entailed or how the legal system functioned.
Another important problem is that he has opted for a geographical rather
than a thematic approach. The result is that the same topics, such as arrival,
community development, and religion, are treated separately for each area,
leading to repetition rather than comparative analysis. Other topics are
discussed for only one colony and are ignored in other places. To give only
one example, Ramdin takes twenty pages to sketch a near-hagiographic
portrait of Cheddi Jagan. Why not put Jagan's political career into context
and compare him with other Indo-Caribbean political leaders, such as his
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contemporary Jagemath Lachmon, who took a very different path to the
politica! emancipation of "his people" in Suriname?

The next disappointment is the heavy emphasis on British Guiana and
Trinidad. Given the historiography it is to be expected that most attention
would be directed to the Indo-Caribbean people in these two places, but in
a volume that claims to cover the experiences of the Indo-Caribbean people
in the whole of the Caribbean, it is unsatisfactory for Suriname (where the
people of British Indian descent are the largest population group) to get only
14 pages (or less than 4 percent). And Suriname gets more coverage than
Jamaica (9 pages), Guadeloupe and Martinique (together 9 pages) or Cuba
and Grenada (together 2 pages). In other words, more than 90 percent of this
volume concentrates on Trinidad and British Guiana/Guyana, and this cannot
be explained by a dearth of sources on the other countries.

What makes the imbalance even more troubling is that, judging by the
parts on Suriname, the information given is not only incomplete but in places
inaccurate as well. Within the short space of ten lines (p. 257) Ramdin states
both that Dutch became "the official language in Surinam and the language
of instruction in schools" in 1959 (when, in fact, this happened in the
nineteenth century) and that Hindi was "spoken by the Indians, particularly
in the Districts outside Paramaribo," and he misspells the lingua franca
of this group as Sarnani (rather than Sarnami). The four pages on "post-
colonial cultural pluralism" in Suriname starts with a quotation about Dutch
ties with the Netherlands East Indies which tells nothing about Suriname,
as the Dutch relationship with its Caribbean colonies was very different
in character. The subheading about "Consocialism" may cause confusion;
the term consociaüonalism, coined by Arend Lijphart and introduced as a
model of political analysis for Suriname by Edward Dew, has little to do with
socialism. The footnotes reveal that the three sections on Suriname are based
on less than ten sources, the most recent of which was published in 1989.

Finally, despite claims that this volume is based "not only on official
reports and papers, but also on unpublished material from disparate British,
Indian and Caribbean sources" (p. vii), the great majority of the footnotes are
based on well-known secondary sources. The personal accounts by (former)
indentureds are taken from The Still Cry by Noor Kumar Mahabir (1985).
The bibliography is indeed extensive, including many more publications
than were actually used by the author, but it is not easy to use because of its
awkward technical layout. The volume lacks an index.

A number of subchapters show how fascinating the history of the Indo-
Caribbean population is, but as a whole, Arising from Bondage is less
successful. The parachutist has touched down in different places, but often
hardly took his time to get a closer look, and he has not managed to get a
comprehensive view from above. The three-page conclusion fails to bring all
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the different strands together. I am afraid we have to wait a while longer for a
solid comparative study of the Indian experience in the Caribbean.
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An African man named Mahitica had stepped onto the deck of a slave ship
for the last time as a partner in the centuries-old trade that shipped peg as da
Guiné merchandise from Guinea to the Americas. He was used to offering
his services to slavers who dropped anchor in the port of Cabinda, one
of the busiest entrepots for what was already being called the nefarious
trade. Mahitica's services were always the same: he specialized in doing
a wide range of jobs aboard a slave ship as a bomba, the person in charge
of communicating with the pecas crowded in the hold. He was a kind of
interpreter and mouthpiece who transmitted the captain's orders to the
shackled slaves, told them when food or a storm was coming, and passed on
all the information that the captain thought his cargo should hear.

Captain Ramiro Xavier de Moraes had known Mahitica for a long time,
and he may have set a trap for the bomba. According to the captain, in Cabinda
the crime of theft was punished with slavery, particularly when the accused
did not enjoy the protection of a local chief. Mahitica had been given a large
amount of textiles to trade in exchange for slaves, but he had apparently
made off with them instead. As a result, he was imprisoned in the ship while
an assembly of local tribal leaders met to try him for the crime, or, in the
language of that region, to hold &fiendar cavala, or judgment rite. With the
local chiefs' approval, his punishment was that of becoming yet another piece
of merchandise in a trade in which he had been a partner for many years.
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The irony of the African's situation must have filled his mind with
horrid imaginings as he went down into the dark hold of the ship, coming
face to face with his customary victims, who were now fellow travelers, or
malungos. However, Mahitica was not alone in his plight. Amid the crowd
of black faces, he noticed one that was familiar: José, an African slaver who
had also taken part in Cabinda's slave trade system. José and Mahitica must
have met on numerous occasions while plying their trade of offering human
merchandise to European traders who stopped in the port. Although José's
story was similar to Mahitica's, it had different chapters. José had easily
followed the slave trading system between Luando and Congo. He was
traveling through the vast Zaire River Basin when locals there accused him
of a crime. He was held hostage in a village until the captain of the Amizade
Feliz ransomed him with textiles that were worth a fortune by the standards
of the slave ship's commander.1

We have no knowledge of the further adventures of these two Africans,
who demanded their freedom of the Brazilian authorities when they arrived
in the city of Rio de Janeiro in 1829. David Eltis's magnificent book does
not teil us how their stories ended or even give a more detailed analysis of
the African slave trade with Brazil, the slave society that received the largest
number of imported Africans in the Americas. However, this does not make
his excellent study any less important for Brazilian historians and others from
several societies of the Americas. It serves as the basis for understanding the
formation of the slave societies that were articulated with European and
African inventions. The self-images of Africans and Europeans had been
somehow reinvented in the context of the slave trade.

Eltis, one of the most important historians of this subject, provides a
spectacular history of the Atlantic world in this book. His analysis does not
simply skim the surface but delves deeply into the Atlantic dimensions of
the slave trade and African slavery. His book is replete with sophisticated
approaches to the subject. To begin with, it retrieves the varied meanings
of slavery and freedom. The modern Atlantic world emerges, revealing
symbols, meanings, expectations, demands, and moral, political, economie,
and cultural justifications. The dichotomy of slavery and freedom takes on
different aspects (definitions of status varied), both for modern European
societies and the diverse and complex societies of the Americas and Africa.
What is more, throughout the seventeenth century, slavery in the Americas
gradually became synonymous with African slavery. This book also indicates
that African societies were not passive historical entities subject to a

1. See these official Communications from the chief of police to the minister of justice
documented in the Arquivo Nacional: Oficios do Chefe de Policia ao Ministro da Justiga,
IJ 6 164,1825-30, 11/05/1830. The agreement reached between these two Africans can be
found in ANRJ, IJ 6 165,05/06/1831. See also Gomes & Soares 2001.
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supposedly inexorable commercial logic. Instead, there existed an economie
and cultural movement of transatlantic connections. Eltis also points out
important analytical keys to understanding the complex logies surrounding
the slave trade and Atlantic slavery. Thus, he enters African territories,
revealing the trade systems and associated wars, forms of power and prestige
in local societies.

His approach involves a dense combination of economics, politics,
and demography. The chapters on gender issues and African identities in
the slave trade are extremely interesting. Going beyond the stereotypes of
Europeans as avaricious traders and Africans as helpless victims, he unveils a
variety of protagonists and historical events, such as specialized occupations,
slave-ship revolts, and African societies that went from being partners in the
slave trade to being merchandise, as well as the trading systems controlled
by sectors of African societies. This brings to light important methodological
questions about the treatment of sources and about theoretical approaches
to the role of the reconstruction of African identities in the diaspora.
The complexity of Eltis's analysis reaches its height in the comparative
perspective that reveals the transoceanic logies of migrations, articulating the
African and European impacts and productivity and profits of those involved
in the trading networks, as well as the configuration of the Atlantic slave
system. Eltis also proposes a historiographic approach, commenting on how
several generations of historians have analyzed the formation and disruption
of the Atlantic slave system.

The colonial worlds of slavery, plantations, and racism were laboratories
for Atlantic experiences in a movement involving the gestation of ideas
(together with their economie dimension) and agency about them. Although
they are not part of his subject matter, the experiences of the Africans
mentioned above take on new historical meanings when articulated with the
analyses that Eltis proposes. It is also essential to retrieve the connections
and circulation of ideas in vast regions of the African continent and its
microsocieties, particularly identity reconstruction movements. Indications
of these transatlantic experiences and some local meanings emerge.2 The
Atlantic world reveals currents, and its shores can be connected.

2. Breaking with strictly quantitative analyses, important works of Brazilian historio-
graphy have more recently retrieved the political economy and social history of the slave
trade (see Alencastro 2000; Rodrigues 1999, 2000, and 2001). See also the perspectives
inGilroy 1993.
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When placing the subjects of their studies, scholars across the humanities
and social sciences employ a lingua franca of geographic names derived
from the historical claims of national states and colonial empires. In Masters
of All They Surveyed, D. Graham Burnett sets himself the task of examining
how one such spatial unit came to be, using the case of the former British
colony Guyana and concentrating on the actual practices of exploration that
defined its features and limits. The result is a dense but illuminating study
about the daunting and symbolically charged task of definition facing a
nineteenth-century explorer, one that should give us all pause when casually
gesturing to our unrolled maps.
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Burnett is a historian of science, and this book has its origins in his
dissertation. Although he rightly notes that the topic crosses the boundaries
of several fields, and he certainly draws on a range of literatures in his
analysis, readers will find ample signs of disciplinary orientation while en
route. In essence, this book follows the trail of one surveying master in
particular, Robert Schomburgk, and a series of expeditions he undertook in
British Guiana between the mid-1830s and early 1840s. Schomburgk proves
an interesting figure, but although Burnett structures the study around him
the text imparts relatively little information about his life. Rather, its focus
remains on this explorer's work as an agent of cartographic knowledge, and
the context in which that work took place. Inspired by Sir Walter Ralegh on
the one hand and Alexander von Humboldt on the other, our man set out to
be an explorer in the civilizing mode of imperialism, carving the Queen's
mark into trees even as he worried about the well-being of Amerindians.
Operating under the auspices of both the Royal Geographical Society
and the colonial governor, his various expeditions struggled to meet the
multiple, and sometimes contradictory, demands of local and metropolitan
authorities, while the expeditions produced mixed political and scientific
results. Schomburgk famously claimed to have found the site of Ralegh's
mythic El Dorado, but the maps he left produced only further ambiguities
and controversy, not final clarity.

Burnett highlights tensions within Schomburgk's overlapping projects,
including the essential problems of establishing whether a particular patch
of land was terra incognita, of interpreting local knowledge gathered
from guides, and of asserting British claims without unduly provoking the
colony's neighbors. Schomburgk was a practitioner of a cartographic method
known as "transverse survey," a poor cousin of the trigonometric variety
that essentially involved slogging along a route and transcribing the best
measurements possible under the circumstances. Burnett makes a case for
the significance of the method to colonial exploration, while simultaneously
noting its inherent limitations. Beset by the hazards of corroded instruments
and wandering maps, a transverse survey faced challenges similar to those
of nautical navigation, and translated uneasily into the forms of knowledge
expected in the formation of land boundaries. Guesses Schomburgk hazarded
about which river was the tributary and which the source haunted later
border disputes, and one mistake he made ironically ended up supporting
a British claim against Brazil by demonstrating Brazilian plagiarism (p.
246). Burnett has a keen eye for the richness of such details, and the book
contains many a sharp apergu about the contingencies and contradictions
of imperial knowledge, not simply subsumed into military or economie
interest. As he notes, in the immediate sense of expeditionary finances and
repute, Schomburgk's most significant discovery was.inherently ephemeral:
a large water lily that became a metropolitan sensation and consequently
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saved his career (pp. 82-83). At the same time, however, Bumett cautions
against the dangers of overemphasizing contingency as a master trope of
colonial empire, casting his work as a partial corrective to Peter Rivière's
Absent-Minded Imperialism (1995). Whatever Schomburgk may have been
doing upriver, he was not sleep walking; the source of ambiguity in imperial
borders lay not in a state of mind but rather in the very techniques used to
define them (p. 216).

Burnett's densely packed volume demands its own form of transverse
survey, and readers with different interests may take somewhat different
routes or identify different landmarks. For my part, I found Chapters 3 and 6
most engaging, the former constituting the core of his theoretical discussion
about surveying and the latter containing three more detailed expedition
narratives. I also wondered more than once why a work on cartography,
outfitted with eighteen elegantly-reproduced color plates and thirty-three
black and white figures, did not contain a map of contemporary Guyana
for orientation, or at least an explanation of why its omission adhered to
theoretical principle. Other navigation aids to help place Schomburgk would
also have come in handy; as an additional source of nominal confusion the
explorer's brother Richard appears and disappears several times without ever
being fully introduced. And the perennial question of whether this case study
represents a more general pattern or its exception repeatedly came to mind as
the narrative shifts between an individual explorer, a particular colony, and
the larger phenomenon of spatial definition under empire. One crucial point,
however, should be abundantly clear to all who make the journey: geography
is a human enterprise and even the most exacting cartography cannot escape
its status as representation or the arbitrariness of its grounding. In the end
there are no "natural" or perfect boundaries on the ground. As Burnett puts
it succinctly in commenting on border disputes: "Maps on maps add up to
maps" (p. 261). One can only wish that more parties in such conflicts might
someday achieve this insight.
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Patriarchy, white and black, has adversely affected the lives of black women
in the British Virgin Islands from slavery to present times. Nevertheless,
women have played a vital role in the development of society in this
Caribbean region. Through their own ingenuity in the postslavery (colonial)
period in particular, women became active economie agents, community
leaders, and role models in their own right. As such, some women have
achieved, but most are still concentrated at the lower rungs of the economie
ladder. Because they have internalized patriarchal norms and values,
however, women have been unable to forge a group consciousness, and
develop a sense of their own oppression in the face of male dominance and
power. Consequently, no women's movement has emerged. These are the
main arguments in Eugenia O'NeaPs From the Field to the Legislature.

Based largely on secondary sources, the book is divided into an intro-
duction and eight chapters. The first chapter deals with women and slavery.
Chapter 2 focuses on the ideas and activities of Methodist missionaries
and abolitionists, including the impact they had on African cultural beliefs
and practices, and on the construction of the black woman's image. The
remaining chapters explore the contribution of women in the postslavery
period in such areas as farming, petty commerce, sewing, healthcare,
education, politics, and the civil service.

In spite of the paucity of data on slavery, O'Neal does a good, inventive
job on this period that permits familiar, if only fleeting, glimpses of slave
women. The plantation economy of the Virgin Islands depended on the labor
of slave women, who performed the same arduous tasks as men. Women
also took leadership roles in the preservation of African cultural heritage
such as song and dance, the use of herbs, and the practice of African forms of
spiritualism, such as Obeah. As hucksters, they sold fish, straw baskets and
other items on behalf of their female owners - white and mixed-race - who
depended on their income-earning ability (p. 14). O'Neal argues that the use
of slave women in these commercial ventures "allowed white women to
remain on their pedestals, above the realm of 'dirty' commerce" (p. 18).
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In freedom, black women in the Virgin Islands amplified the roles they
played during slavery, and pursued formerly unattainable goals, particularly
in politics. Before tourism in the 1960s, agriculture remained pivotal and the
primary occupation of women. Women cultivated root crops and sold them
at local and inter-island markets, including St. Thomas - a U.S. possession
since 1917. They also sold printed muslin, salted provisions, baked goods,
and charcoal that they produced. Women became owners of small shops,
taverns, and boats. Seamstresses made laces, hats, and wedding gowns.
Until their influence waned with the rise in importance of nurses, midwives
practiced their craft widely.

As with nursing, most teachers were women. After slavery, women ran
church and nondenominational schools, often in their own homes, which also
served as places of worship on Sunday evenings. Among the many dedicated
educators were women like Enid Leona Scatliffe, who began her career in
1939, and became the first woman to be appointed as chief education officer
in 1974. However, O'Neal does not indicate what her accomplishments
were.

With regard to politics, O'Neal indicates that women's impact has been
"negligible" (p. 135). Black men defied the odds, occupied authoritative
positions within the civil service, and participated in the exclusion of women
from politics. However, "exceptional women" (p. 115) broke through. After
successive failed attempts, two of the six who ran for office in 1995 won.
Women became heads of government departments. They were appointed
to high political office, including attorney general and permanent secretary.
They created activism around the Women's Desk, a state organization
created in the 1980s to sensitize government ministries to gender issues, and
a "victory for women's groups" (p. 121). But O'Neal, head of the Women's
Desk from 1982 to 2000, contends that its achievements have been limited,
that women have not addressed issues from a "feminist perspective" (p. 119),
and that their success has posed no threat to patriarchy.

Patriarchy remains an enduring phenomenon in Caribbean and other
societies. O'Neal's preoccupation with the ideological has resulted in
scant treatment of the ways in which women have navigated around this
obstacle. Also, her tendency to speculate and draw conclusions from very
thin or nonexisting evidence is pervasive and unwarranted. For example,
the women who won elections in 1995 were successful mainly because they
were middle-aged and "no longer perceived as sexual beings" (p. 133). Do
Caribbean populations trust young politicians, female or male? In this and
other instances, O'Neal's book would have benefited from examples drawn
from other regions of the Caribbean.

From the Field to the Legislature is distinctive in its scope and focus on
black women in a British outpost in the Caribbean that has been ignored,
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if not forgotten. In this regard, it makes a useful contribution to Caribbean
historiography.

West Indians in West Africa, 1808-1880: The African Diaspora in Reverse.
NEMATA AMELIA BLYDEN. Rochester NY: University of Rochester Press,
2000. xi + 258 pp. (Cloth US$ 75.00)

ALLEN M. HOWARD

Department of History
Rutgers University
New Brunswick NJ 08901-1108, U.S.A.
<ahoward@rci.rutgers.edu>

Nemata Blyden has produced a fine book that adds significantly to the
history of Sierra Leone, but is rather slim on the West Indian side. After
briefly examining the Jamaican Maroons and the Barbadian rebels who
were deported to Sierra Leone in 1819, she focuses her study on a limited
number of West Indian men who were civil servants and, in a few cases,
merchants, journalists, or other professionals. Many came with a desire to
raise up Africa and several were agitators who sought to protect or advance
the status of people of color. Some achieved great prominence while in
Sierra Leone. Blyden explores particular episodes to illustrate changes
in British conceptualization of "race" and official hiring, promotion, and
other practices, the ways that affected West Indians, and the ways they
reacted. Most of her information is drawn from Colonial Office records
and newspapers. The outline of events and issues is familiar, but Blydens's
depth of treatment and interpretation make this an important political and
intellectual history. It is not, however, social history: we do not learn much
about the personal lives of the protagonists, their connections with Sierra
Leoneans, or their day-to-day relations; and women are barely mentioned.
Although West Indians - who in the 1840s and 1850s numbered about 100
and in 1860 over 160 - were accused at times of nepotism, there also was
infighting and there were personal antagonisms among them; in the end we
are uncertain about the extent to which an ongoing West Indian community
existed.

Most of the transatlantic migrants came from Jamaica or Trinidad; some
had both African and European ancestry, and several had studied in Britain
or held assignments elsewhere in the British colonial world. Among the most
notable was William Fergusson, whose mother was of African background
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and whose father was a Scot. After studying medicine at Edinburgh
University, he went to Sierra Leone in 1814, was commissioned to the Royal
African Corps, and then applied to join the Sierra Leone medical service,
having the abolitionists Zachary Macaulay and William Wilberforce vouch
for him. One of Blyden's themes is that during the first half of the century
officials in Britain feit that West Indians of African descent were particularly
qualified for work in West Africa. Fergusson, among others, played upon
this to his advantage in being appointed. In the colony, Europeans as well
as Sierra Leoneans respected him personally and went to him for treatment,
and, according to Blyden, "colonial officials did not see Fergusson's race as a
hindrance" (p. 62) when he rose to become lieutenant governor and governor.
He held posts in Sierra Leone until his death in 1846, and his success, Blyden
feels, opened the way for other West Indians to follow. Conversely, the
career of Robert Dougan, who began as a trader and became governor, may
have marked a turning point; he was severely criticized and then dismissed
for venturesome policies. By the later 1850s, the Colonial Office showed
"increasing antipathy toward West Indians" (p. 113) in the service, in part
because European longevity increased and new racialist views took hold.
British officials began to attribute certain qualities and types of behavior to
people of African background and use that to question their capacity to hold
top posts.

Blyden devotes chapters to the Trinidadian Alexander Fitzjames and to
William Rainy, from Dominica, and also examines several others, especially
Magnus Smith and William Drape, who were perceived by the British as
"outsiders" and "agitators." She argues that British authorities attempted
to divide the population through accusation and labeling. In the case of
Fitzjames, also of Euro-African ancestry, Blyden is able to draw together his
years in Trinidad, where he challenged racism and the legacy of slavery, with
his Sierra Leone career as queen's advocate and acting governor. When he
was suspended in 1858, the public thought that race was an issue. Drape and
Rainy were leaders in using the press and other means to generate widespread
discussion of sensitive issues. Rainy - who began as a civil servant, went to
Britain for a law degree, and then used the law to advance the cause of people
of color - saw race as an Atlantic issue and was an early Pan-Africanist in
Blyden's analysis. Drape, a merchant who published and edited the first
black-owned newspaper, relished his role as agitator and defender of a free
press. He, too, was denounced by the governor of the time. Throughout the
book, Blyden brings these characters and their ideas and struggles to life in
an engaging and readable manner.

Blyden raises important questions about identity and the changing relation-
ships among people of African descent - and answers most. She states that in
this new setting West Indians acquired a sense of themselves based partly on
common area of origin, but presents little about the content of that identity.
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Her effort to theorize West Indians as "strangers" or "marginal men" does not
seem to add much. On the other hand, her historical arguments are significant
for Atlantic as well as Sierra Leone history and are quite compelling. West
Indians did not feel kinship with indigenous Africans, yet before mid-
century they came to view themselves as allied with Sierra Leoneans versus
the British. Sierra Leonean settlers, who eventually became the Creoles or
Krio, respected and looked up to West Indians in the early period because of
their status and accomplishments, but as a Sierra Leone elite emerged they
often saw those from the Americas as rivals and outsiders. Some did return
home or took assignments elsewhere, but the small number who remained
gradually assimilated into Creole society. After 1860, the Colonial Office
favored Sierra Leoneans over West Indians when filling administrative
posts, and local figures advanced during the era that ended with the conquest
of the interior in the 1890s. Yet, mainly because of European racism, none
gained the highest ranks held earlier by West Indians. Blyden's valuable,
path-breaking book will undoubtedly stimulate more studies of the "reverse
diaspora" and of interaction among people of African descent around the
Atlantic during the nineteenth century.

The George Beckford Papers. KARI LEVTTT (ed.) Kingston: Canoe Press,
2000. lxxi + 468 pp. (Paper n.p.)

Community Formation: A Study of the "Village" in Postemancipation
Jamaica. AUDLEY G. REID. Kingston: Canoe Press, 2000. xvi + 156 pp.
(Paper n.p.)

MlCHAELINE A . CRICHLOW

Caribbean/Diaspora/Atlantic Studies Program
University of Iowa
Iowa City IA 52242-1408, U.S.A.
<michaeline-crichlow@uiowa.edu>

The late George Beckford believed that the Anglophone Caribbean peasantry
offered hope for development in the region. Audley Reid shares this view
in the more specific context of Jamaica. Beckford's papers articulate a way
out of the socioeconomic and psychological dependence that constitutes
"plantation economies" a la Caribbean, while Reid's text focuses more
on an interpretation of a past which he believes can illuminate Jamaica's
present. As Reid sees it, the Jamaican peasant community of the past shaped
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the solid values of respect, integrity, and self-help necessary to regenerate
contemporary Jamaican society. Both books propose that this stratum more
or less inhabited, and continues to inhabit, a moral economy.

Reid's concerns are informed by the following question: how can past
experiences best be ploughed to aid the present and future structuring of the
socioeconomic and cultural space of Jamaica? He finds something particularly
exemplary and modular in the way in which nineteenth-century ex-slaves
formed communities with the help of such nonconformist Churches as the
Baptist, Moravian, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Wesleyan. He is convinced
that the very existence of these communities, and the values, world views, and
cultural practices nurtured within them, offer critical symbols and necessary
hope to contemporary Jamaica, in light of social and cultural institutions' loss
of purchase. As he states in his last chapter, aptly titled "Community Today,"
"Jamaica has slowly shifted from the corporate to the con man,... from the
islander to the individual,... from the businessman to the bogeyman,... from
the caring to the callous" (p. 142). The task that Reid sets himself is to prove
that these communities offer a legacy worth emulating and celebrating.
Chapters 3 through 6 discuss how the formation of these free "villages" were
influenced by religious, economie, and political circumstances. The trust
built by nonconformist ministers among the enslaved before emancipation
endured during the postemancipation period. Ministers collaborated with ex-
slaves to facilitate their acquisition of property and consequent settlement.
The buying and planning of these communities evinced a high degree of
organization, allowing churches to sell property based on individuals' needs
and the size of the common nuclear family. Religiously homogeneous,
the communities were located close to plantations, affording newly freed
people the option to work nearby. As religious communities, they fostered a
stability based on respect, caring, and moral responsibility. There, a certain
Afro-European Jamaicanness became possible. Reid argues strongly for
the existence of this hybrid identity. Churches and the newly freed took
advantage of the availability of land following the bankruptcy of the planter
class, but it is certainly not the case, as Reid himself shows, that this resulted
only in the establishment of Church settlements. Newly freed people also
took advantage of political loopholes and certain late-colonial developments
to establish communities. All of this leads Reid to emphasize that a sense of
community was pervasive throughout Jamaica and that this sense needs to be
recaptured in order to rehabilitate and restore the contemporary nation. He
ends the book with a set of recommendations that raise issues about national
values, about restating the history of family, Church, market, and education,
and about celebrating the institutions and ideologies "relating to the new
postemancipation social structure," (p. 137) since they service the needs of
the villages. In the restoration of community, religion is paramount.
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Much of the secondary literature, upon which Reid relies heavily, and
the concepts native to that literature have come under critique for their
Eurocentric preoccupations and often inaccurate assumptions about family.
The book could have benefited from a more critical perspective, and could
have been less vague about who precisely is to undertake the restoration of
society. The text could also have benefited from more careful editing.

George Beckford's deep concern about the survival of Caribbean people,
the "small man," is etched in all of the writings selected for the volume
edited by Kari Levitt. They demonstrate the trajectory of Beckford's
conscientious engagement with the region's socioeconomic problems, as
well as their cultural consequences. The book lives up to its claim to be
representative of Beckford's interest in both agricultural economics and
political economy. Levitt's comprehensive introduction calls attention to
the diversity of Beckford's thought and the thoroughness of his analyses.
The volume discloses the full range of Beckford's concerns vis-a-vis
development, development economics, and the sociology of dependence and
underdevelopment, concepts deployed in analyses of Third World economies
in the 1960s and 1970s, not merely concentrating on the most famous of
his texts, Persistent Poverty. Shaped no doubt by his North American and
Caribbean experiences, Beckford, an agricultural economist, was sensitive
to the role of race in shaping national and international socioeconomic
environments. He took great pains to point out to his peers and others
the need to unhinge issues of economie growth from those of economie
development in order to alleviate, with as little political squabbling as
possible, the impoverishment of the people composing the black diaspora.

The text is divided into four thematic sections. Parts I and II capture
Beckford's wide-ranging understanding of economie theoretical models
and their limitations for understanding the particularities of Third World
economies, in particular plantation economies. Beckford criticizes such
models as the Schultz High Pay-Off Model for lumping together all
agricultural systems existing outside of the most notable industrialized
countries, which include Israël. Beckford accuses Schultz of understanding
neither the plantation economies of "the Caribbean, Central America, parts
of South America and Asia; nor the peasant export-economies of Africa;
nor the European-owned estate sectors of parts of that economy" (p. 149).
Critiques of the assumptions behind such models, which failed to describe
the functioning of much of the world, led Beckford's life work.

Though these ideas were set forth elegantly in Persistent Poverty, Levitt's
volume reveals that Beckford clanfied many of the ideas contained in that
text in a number of papers presented worldwide after Persistent Poverty's
enormous success. Consider his sharp critique of Marxists, who insisted
on subsuming race within class. Marxists represented for him a general
resistance to grapple with the specificities of plantation economies, whose
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imported labor component was made possible by race. Class and race were
difficult to distinguish, and Beckford's work came in time to admit that
international capitalism was about class exploitation as much as it was about
racial exploitation, thus challenging the prevailing Marxist perspective in
Jamaica and elsewhere in the Caribbean. This was an important admission
for Beckford, because it became central to his explication of the nature of
plantation economies, particularly those revolving around the black diaspora
in the Americas, which linked Africa with Europe.

Parts III and IV, "Beyond Economies: Issues of Race, Class and Black
Dispossession" and "Black Affirmation, Cultural Sovereignty and Caribbean
Self-Reliance," reveal the heart of Beckford's concerns: the welfare of the
Caribbean "small man." Although he enjoyed the brilliant career of an
intemationally renowned scholar, Beckford was no careerist. As this volume
shows, he was interested in the welfare of the common Caribbean. Focused
on ameliorating the economie condition of peasants, he located the creation
of the peasant stratum within the womb of the plantation and recognized
the peasant's centrality to the formation of a domestic economy. He was
nevertheless concerned that political leaders had, through sheer European
mimicry, undermined peasants' efforts at economie diversification. These
sections convey the scholarship and humanitarianism of a man engaged
in the eradication of an economie and psychological dependence deeply
embedded in the Caribbean. As Levitt put it, Beckford believed that "[t]he
Caribbean people, freed from the economie, social and political legacies of
the plantation, could, 'transform what is physically the most beautiful part of
the planet Earth into a human paradise'" (p. xx).

This is an important book. It provides the reader with a wonderful sense
of the range and depth of Beckford's scholarly and political contributions.
Furthermore, in contextualizing Beckford's work, Levitt's careful intro-
duction gives the reader a sense of the times. Those scholars who neither
knew George Beckford nor know his writings, and also those unfamiliar with
the time, may now grasp how scholars like Beckford and his New World
colleagues prioritized and defined the urgent concerns of that time; they
may understand how it was that Beckford and others came to emphasize the
state without interrogating its constitution, even as they recognized its global
interstate location and its limitations within a highly racialist international
world economy. Although not all the questions with which Beckford and the
New World scholars were concerned are relevant at this time, their concern
for inequality and for Caribbean sociocultural identity are timeless.
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Narratives of Resistance represents an analysis of the social and political
reality of the contemporary Caribbean. In this short book, Brian Meeks
argues epistemologically for a new understanding of the concept of
resistance. Methodologically, he advocates new approaches to its study, and
new ways of discerning the praxis of the subaltern.

Meeks begins with an intriguing story of a Jamaican police detainee,
Donald "Zeeks" Phipps, who was arrested on a variety of charges. An angry
crowd assembled around the police station in response to his arrest. What
was significant about this incident, Meeks tells us, is the "decision of the
police to call on their prisoner to help defuse the riotous crowd" (p. 2). The
event points to the vulnerability of the Jamaican state, despite its monopoly
over the apparatuses of power.

Meeks then offers a careful examination of the implication of two lesser-
known rebellions in the region, the Henry Rebellion in Jamaica, and that of the
National United Freedom Fighters (NUFF) of Trinidad. The Henry Rebellion
occurred in Jamaica in 1960. It was the brainchild of Claudius Henry, an
independent, black nationalist leader who embraced a philosophy of African
repatriation, and his son Ronald Henry. The objective of this rebellion was
to seize the Jamaican government in order to secure a return to Africa. If
this failed, the alternative was to move to Cuba, where radical ideas were
welcome. The operation seemed to lack organization and was consequently
unsuccessful. However, given its objective, and the heavily armed nature of
the rebels, Meeks concludes that the Henry Rebellion "represented one of
the most significant threats to the Jamaican state in the postwar era" (p. 26).
Going beyond adventurism, Meeks sees the Henry rebellion as an early, if
poorly executed, example of a long history of working-class radicalism.

By contrast, NUFF represented a sustained attempt at radical trans-
formation. lts members established a guerrilla movement which lasted from
May 1972 until October 1973, launching a series of attacks on the Trinidad
state. Meeks reflects: "few recall that, in the early seventies, guerillas sought
to overthrow the state and transform Trinidad and Tobago in the interest,
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purportedly, of the poor and dispossessed" (p. 56). Though both these
attempts failed, Meeks argues that NUFF's efforts had the greater potential
for success.

Meeks next turns to bridging the gap between the arts and the social
sciences in his effort to understand the region better. Here he engages
in an interesting discourse on the literary texts of Earl Lovelace's The
Dragon Can't Dance and Michael Thelwell's The Harder They Come. This
chapter, interesting in its approach, departs from earlier discourses about the
collective expression of resistance and moves to the level of the individual,
as seen in the initiatives of Aldrick, Fisheye, and Ivan. This shift raises some
methodological questions about the appropriate unit of analysis for assessing
radical transformation.

The next two chapters are biographical essays on Carl Stone and Michael
Manley. Here again, methodologically, one is not sure how resistance is
being operationalized. We are told that Stone's work had a higher purpose,
that is, the creation of a new democratie, political order. Meeks writes: "Stone
saw himself as an independent tribune of the people, a one-man counter-
hegemonie force, single-handedly forging a new civic culture through his
polls, columns and more academie interventions" (p. 102). It would have
been useful to explain how working-class Jamaicans viewed Stone and his
work and whether they too interpreted his efforts along the lines suggested
by Meeks. The remembrance of Michael Manley is a pretty straightforward
biographical piece. It would have been helpful in exploring the landscape
of resistance for Meeks to explain Manley's contribution to resistance even
though he was "for the people, but never quite 'of' the people" (p. 120).
Perhaps such an explanation would explain different forms of resistance,
whether institutionalized, community-based, or sporadic and spontaneous,
and the ways in which these are linked theoretically and methodologically.

Meeks then returns to an analysis of the Jamaican body politie, using
the chaos and bloodshed on the streets as a metaphor for the state of crisis
and instability in the wider society. This thoughtful chapter provides a brief
but useful history of the Jamaican public transportation system and explains
the anarchy of free market deregulation of the transport system which leads
to "the rule of barbarism on the roads" (p. 140). Resistance lurks here as
well. He reads the chaos and incivility on the roads as instruments of protest
against an upper-class world. Jamaica "is careening on the edge of an abyss.
There is gridlock on the roads, in the economy, in the political sphere and in
the hearts of men and women" (p. 149).

Meeks reserves his last reflections for the fate of the Caribbean Left.
He notes that despite the organizational collapse of the Left in the region,
much of its political critique remains relevant today. Yet he argues that
the Left "has been decisively defeated" (p. 164). He lays the blame for the
Left's demise on its adherence to a dogmatic inflexibility and concludes that
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"[t]he Caribbean, in the twilight of the twentieth century, cries out for a new,
invigorated popular movement" (p. 173).

Perhaps Meeks needed to do more to disabuse readers of the idea that
all opposition automatically becomes political resistance. Also insufficiently
addressed in this book are the ways in which bourgeois, and sometime
progressive, forces in myriad ways mediate, derail, or otherwise co-opt
popular resistance for their own ends. Nevertheless, Narratives of Resistance
is a readable and thought-provoking text, which should be studied by all
serious students of Caribbean society.

Law, Justice, and Empire: The Colonial Career of John Gorrie, 1829-1892.
BRIDGET BRERETON. Kingston: University of the West Indies Press, 1997. xx
+ 371 pp. (Paper J$ 900.00, US$ 25.00)

RODERICK A. MCDONALD

Department of History
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Lawrenceville NJ 08648, U.S.A.
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Under the editorship of the late Douglas Hall, the University of the West
Indies Press Biography Series was established in 1997 to address "the need to
record the lives and achievements [both] of people of the Caribbean ... and of
expatriates who have lived and worked long and hard with us to our mutual
advantage," by focusing not only on the famous, but also on "the many
individuals who by stern and skillful performance in the fields, the workshops,
the market-places, and in the service of their compatriots have contributed
much but remain unrecognized" (p. i). The series began auspiciously with
what a 1999 NWIG notice considered an "insightful biography" (p. 109),
entitled A Man Divided (1997), written by Hall himself about the Jamaican
poet and anthropologist, Michael Garfïeld Smith; this second volume is a
superb study of the life of the distinguished jurist, John Gorrie, authored by
Bridget Brereton, a Professor of History at the St. Augustine campus of the
University of the West Indies in Trinidad and Tobago.

Brereton crisply narrates Gorrie's Scottish background and early life in
the first chapter, by the end of which she ,has the politically active young
lawyer living in London, involved with the Cobden/Bright wing of British
Liberalism, and, after a failed parliamentary campaign in 1868, seeking a
post in the colonial judiciary. She traces Gorrie's interest in colonial affairs
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back to the eleven weeks he spent in Jamaica in early 1866 as legal counsel
to a committee formed at the behest of the liberal/radical wing of British
politics to participate in an inquiry into the draconian actions undertaken
by colonial authorities following the Morant Bay Rebellion. In Chapter 2,
Brereton succinctly analyzes this rebellion, its causes, and its aftermath, and
demonstrates convincingly that the inequities endemic to the British colonial
system, which the rebellion and ensuing inquest brought to light, politicized
Gorrie and shaped the course of his singular career in the colonial judiciary,
whose distinction would earn him a knighthood in 1881, and whose five
separate phases Brereton chronicles over the next seven chapters.

In Mauritius, Fiji, and the Western Pacific, as well as in his subsequent
West Indian postings to the Leeward Islands and Trinidad and Tobago,
Gorrie consistently pursued an activist judicial agenda predicated on an
unequivocal commitment to legal equality which nevertheless extended
special considerations, protections, and compensations to colonial subjects
victimized by racial, ethnic, or status-based discrimination. Brereton por-
trays Gorrie in all his complexity: a crusading judge who used the bench
to promote his populist political agenda and an irascible and intemperate
personality who polarized his colonial constituencies, becoming a folk hero
for the masses and anathema to the elites, the enormously popular "ah we
Judge" whom entrenched colonial special interests ultimately bested.

Although Gorrie met what one contemporary characterized as "a
melancholy end" (p. 314), dying shortly after his return to England and
before he could vindicate his reputation from partisan charges of judicial
misconduct, this compelling biography suggests that history absolves him.
He fiercely championed the principles of judicial egalitarianism and social
justice, as well as the land and labor policies favorable to the lower classes
rather than the plantocracy that would shape the agenda for the subsequent
century (and counting!) of popular colonial and postcolonial struggle.

Law, Justice and Empire is an exemplar of the biographer's craft. It is
a learned work, the fruit of prodigious research and a wide range of source
materials allied to the author's subtle understanding of the complexities and
variants in a British colonial system upon which, at Gorrie's time, the sun
never set. Brereton has crafted an eminently readable account that balances
well the particulars of her subject's life and career with the broader colonial
context in which he operated. A series of useful maps complements the text,
and the accompanying scholarly apparatus of endnotes, bibliography, and
index is impeccable. The University of the West Indies Press too should
be credited not only for publishing this book so handsomely, but also for
undertaking such an ambitious and important biography series whose success
and stature will be assured if subsequent studies can even approximate the
caliber of the work under review and that of Hall's inaugural volume.
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White Rebel: The Life and Times of TT Lewis. GARY LEWIS. Kingston:
University of the West Indies Press, 1999. xxvii + 214 pp. (Paper J$ 1050.00,
US$ 27.00)

KARL WATSON

Department of History
UWI Cave HM, Barbados
<kwatson@cariaccess.com>

White Rebel has made a timely appearance at this juncture in the social
history of Barbados. It is the biography of a white Barbadian, T.T. Lewis,
and his role in the struggle for social justice and equality for the island's
predominantly black working class during the 1940s and 1950s.

Race is a contentious Barbadian issue that surfaces from time to time
from the depths of a mutually agreed upon repression. Certainly, in no other
English-speaking West Indian island, with the exception of Trinidad, is the
nature of the discussion so intense, with considerable amounts of intellectual
and emotional energy invested in the debate. In Trinidad, the racial divide
is intense because the population of East Indian descent is marginally larger
than the Afro-Trinidadian population. The issue there is political control of
the country. In Barbados, race pits blacks against whites. To the outsider, this
may seem surprising, given the demographic realities of the island. After
all, only 5 percent of the population is white (or "whitish," to quote a local
columnist). Is this indicative of a shared common neurosis by the majority
of the population?

Given our history of slavery and exploitation, race has been, and
continues to be, an important variable in any analysis of Barbadian society. It
is unfortunate that much of the discussion is heated by emotion, stereotyping,
and misinformation. The appearance of White Rebel in this context makes a
positive contribution, by making accessible new or restricted information.

The author, Gary Lewis, great-nephew of T.T. Lewis, treats the material
with sensitivity and remarkable candor, given their relationship. It is evident
that he admires the man but does not allow that to cloud his judgment.

The opening chapters offer insight into Lewis's family background
and the general structure of Barbadian society in the period 1920 to 1940.
One area to which our attention is drawn is the stratified nature of white
Barbadian society. As the author himself points out, "[d]espite what appears
to be a commonplace view to the contrary, white society in the early part of
this century was profoundly fragmented, dividing itself roughly into four
segments" (p. 9). Even though whites were a minority, one distinguishing
feature of Barbados, compared to other English-speaking West Indian
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islands, is that its population has always included a larger percentage of
native whites. The elites of this white group were thus able to hold on to
power, in ways that their counterparts in the other islands failed to do after
emancipation, particularly with the imposition of Crown colony government,
a fate avoided by Barbados. This fact, more than any other, explains the
frequency with which race surfaces as a real or imagined issue in Barbados.
After all, as the Brazilian historian Emilia Viotti da Costa points out, most
times, when people talk about race, it is really power that they are discussing.
The labor riots of 1937 provided the catalyst for change and created a more
inclusive franchise, which allowed blacks for the first time to effectively
challenge the entrenched political power of the white elites.

T.T. Lewis was not a member of the traditional Barbadian white elite. In
this respect, he was seen by them as an upstart who had chosen to cast his
lot with the blacks. As Gary Lewis shows, he was made to pay dearly for
this choice, losing his job, being ostracized, and ultimately losing his family
through the stress engendered by his political choices. The fact that he went
to an early grave is almost certainly related to his life experiences.

A wide variety of sources was used in this book, many of them articles
or publications with restricted circulation, and some not available outside of
Barbados. One weakness was the author's failure to use material in British
repositories, especially outgoing despatches from various governors. On the
other hand, one of its greatest strengths is the effective and frequent use of
eyewitness testimony from a surprisingly large number of informants, who
cover the socioeconomic and racial spectrum of Barbados. These eyewitness
accounts give a level of authenticity and depth of feeling which tends to be
absent when only written or official sources are used. Complementing this
use of oral history is the inclusion of pictorial evidence. The 104 photographs
are a welcome addition for the reader, although it is a pity that greater care
was not taken in scanning them.

Although the book maintains a focus on T.T. Lewis, it transcends the
function of a biography, and constitutes a good political history in its own
right, covering that crucial period in mid-twentieth-century Barbadian
politics when political power in the island passed from the hands of the
white minority to the black majority. This period saw the rise of Grantley
Adams to political preeminence. Gary Lewis examines the relationship
between Adams and Lewis, which eventually soured and led tp the effective
expulsion of Lewis from Barbadian politics. The book also carefully docu-
ments the emergence and growth of political parties in the island and
describes the circumstances which led to the domination of two parties, the
Barbados Labour Party and the Barbados Democratie Party.

Intertwined with these political changes, the vibrant but tragic life of
T.T. Lewis emerges, sometimes as a catalyst for change, sometimes as a
victim, out of his time and place and destined by the "castle of his skin" to be
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discarded and almost forgotten, were it not for this remarkably well-written
and timely work by his great-nephew.

Mission or Submission? Moravian and Catholic Missionaries in the Dutch
Caribbean During the Nineteenth Century. ARMANDO LAMPE. Göttingen,
FRG: Vandenburg & Ruprecht, 2001. 244 pp. (Paper DM 84.00)

MARY TURNER

Institute of Commonwealth Studies
University of London
LondonWClB5DS,U.K.
<mturner@sas.ac.uk>

Despite the richness of mission sources and the important contribution
Christianity, literacy, and Church organization made to the political and
social formation of slave societies, the history of missionary development
in the Caribbean is relatively underresearched. This brief monograph,
translated from the Dutch, in limited ways extends this frontier in particular
for Anglophone readers. The core chapters outline Moravian and Catholic
mission history in two sharply contrasting territories: large-scale-plantation
Suriname and trading-station Curacao before Dutch abolition (1863), focusing
primarily on mission organization, policy conflicts, and historiographical re-
assessments of leading missionary figures.

Moravian development in Suriname fits in many respects into the pattern
established elsewhere in the region. Missionaries arrived as they did in the
British and Danish colonies in the mid-eighteenth century, and by 1848,
according to one missionary estimate (p. 91), their influence embraced
two-thirds of the slave population. This success, however, reflected in part
a significant shift in planter and colonial state perceptions of mission work:
initially missionaries were feared as subverting the slave labor system and were
prevented from teaching on the plantations. They were subsequently perceived
as supporting it.

This shift, in various combinations, was a regionwide phenomenon,
pioneered in the British islands by imperial support for religious toleration
and abolitionist influence in parliament and the country. It took place in
Suriname primarily in response to abolition in neighboring British Guiana
(1838). The planters reached for new forms of social control and allowed the
Moravians to give slaves religious instruction on their plantations. But it was
not until 1848 when French abolition prompted Dutch slaves to claim their
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freedom in St. Maarten (where they succeeded) and in St. Eustatius (where
they did not) that the Dutch and colonial governments extended this remit
to include regular schools for slave children - a feature of mission work for
all denominations in Jamaica, for example, by the 1820s. Lampe's account
certainly underscores the extent to which the absence of popular antislavery
forces in Holland actively assisted the prolongation of the Dutch slave labor
system.

While the Dutch permitted Moravian mission enterprise to spread to
Suriname, in Curacao (taken over from the Spanish in 1634) it inherited
Catholic churches popularly based among Indians, blacks, and coloreds and
served by Catholic priests, variously recruited together with the characteristic
Caribbean underlay of African-derived syncretic sects. To serve the white
elites, the Dutch Reformed Church and Jewish synagogues were juxtaposed
with this popular base, creating religious apartheid. Catholic priests rapidly
emerged as mediators between its popular constituency and the elite, on the
one hand securing papal sanction to validate slave marriages and on the other
attempting to negotiate peace deals at moments of slave rebellion, most
notably in 1795 when the slaves attempted a Haitian-style revolution.

The Catholic mission as such was introduced on papal initiative early in
the nineteenth century. A mission director sent to Curacao in 1824 expanded
church membership, built new churches, founded a school system serving
1,000 students, published the first books in Papiamento, and organized
charities. Up to a point Catholic - like Moravian - expansion reflected local
reaction to French abolition and its Caribbean impact, which made religious
education of the slaves, interpreted as teaching obedience, a priority for the
Curacao elite. By 1860 the Catholic Church was one of the most powerful
institutions in the island, and while it officially excluded "popular" religious
forms, it could invoke support for its policies from a constituency beyond its
own converts.

The Catholic missionaries in Curacao, like the Moravians in Suriname,
complemented the power of the colonial state, but in Lampe's account were
more assertive and enterprising in dealing with it, a measure of the difference
between a mission dependent on voluntary donations and one representing
the resources of a well-endowed global Church.

These narrative elements are embedded in work which quite lacks any
rational overall structure. It might have been strengthened, and the author
certainly saved from outright errors of information (e.g., the Moravians'
neutral policy on slavery here claimed as unique was common to all Protestant
missions), had the Anglophone sources cited in the bibliography been used
to establish a regional context or, even, been carefully read. And Lampe's
top-down approach is outdated in itself. There is no information here about
what the missionaries taught or what the slaves believed, except for a few
pages (pp. 115-21) derived from secondary sources on "Popular Catholicism"
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- which valuably links popular religious forms in Curacao, Suriname, and
Jamaica, but also highlights how much the top-down method misses.

This does not deter Lampe, however, from imposing notionally on this
limited substructure the grand old question: did the missionaries teach
obedience or rebellion? In the circumstances he can only take a dogmatic
stance and affïrm what the missionaries themselves believed: that they taught
obedience and the slaves learned it, curiously exempting only the British
Methodists. The Methodists, however, were no more associated with the
1831 Jamaica rebellion, for example, than were the Baptist missionaries
the planters blamed for it. The formula itself begs the question: is rebellion
generated by ideological convictions or sanctioned by them? So some
explanation is needed for the absence of slave rebellion in nineteenth-century
Suriname other than the success, as Lampe sees it, of Moravian teaching.

Caribbean Charisma: Reflections on Leadership, Legitimacy and Populist
Politics. ANTON L. ALLAHAR (ed.). Kingston: Ian Randle; Boulder CO:
Lynne Rienner, 2001. xvi + 264 pp. (Paper US$ 24.95)

O. NlGEL BOLLAND

Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Colgate University
Hamilton NY 13346, U.S.A.
<nbolland@mail.colgate.edu>

The eight authors of the essays in this book reflect on the ways that the
concept "charisma" may illuminate some of the political leaders and populist
practices in parts of the Caribbean since about 1950. First, Anton Allahar
considers some theoretical aspects of the relations between charisma,
leadership, and politics, beginning with Max Weber's sociological insights.
In the other chapters Hilbourne A. Watson writes about Errol Barrow in
Barbados; Pedro A. Noguera compares Grenada's Eric Gairy and Maurice
Bishop; Linden Lewis and Percy C. Hintzen write, respectively, abóut
Guyana's Forbes Burnham and Cheddi Jagan; Patricia Mohammed focuses
on Eric Williams of Trinidad and Tobago; Brian Meeks writes on Jamaica's
Michael Manley; and Nelson P. Valdés, in the only essay that looks beyond
the English-speaking Caribbean, examines Cuba's Fidel Castro.

Some people hesitate to use the concept charisma in relation to Caribbean
politicians lest, because of its origins, it be considered too Eurocentric and
hence irrelevant. However, this concern seems misplaced because charisma,
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as it was conceived by Weber, is not a description or a theory but an "ideal
type," which is an abstraction created for use in the analyses of particular
cases. In other words, it should not be thought of as a description or model
of reality but as an interpretive tooi that may be used to assess and compare
particular examples in terms of whether they are more or less like the
abstraction. Weber's three ideal types of authority - traditional, legal-rational,
and charismatic - are simply more or less useful in helping us to distinguish,
assess, and compare kinds of leadership and legitimacy. In fact, these essays
do show how Weber's insights may be used to interpret Caribbean politics.

To their credit, all these authors, with different degrees of emphasis,
examine the social and economie context of Caribbean societies that has given
rise to a political culture in which charismatic authorities are quite common.
Moreover, they focus on the specifics of each case, and show that charismatic
authority may coexist with a variety of personal styles, political ideologies,
and systems of government. For example, when Bishop succeeded Gairy
in Grenada, and Burnham succeeded Jagan in Guyana, there was a sharp
contrast in their respective ideologies and ways of governing, yet all these men
were, to a greater or lesser degree, charismatic leaders. The authors emphasize
that they are not looking at charisma in the way the word is commonly used,
meaning simply the kind of attractive personality or set of appealing traits
associated with stars in show business. Rather, they are analyzing a kind
of authority and legitimacy, so they focus on the relations between a leader
and his followers, including the reasons why most political leaders are men.
In short, while they examine each leader's political skills and the structural
conditions in which they emerged, they do not lose sight of the way that a
charismatic leader is invested with authority by his followers because they
believe him to possess extraordinary, and sometimes supernatural, qualities.
As Allahar says, researchers need to keep in mind "the dialectical relationship
between charismatic leaders and their followers" (p. 2).

The authors draw attention to the fact that people look for charismatic
leaders in times of crisis, when other kinds of authority no longer work, and
when they hope for the radical changes that these leaders promise. Charisma,
although believed to be a personal quality of the leader by his followers,
may be deliberately manufactured or enhanced during the leader's rise to
power. Charismatic authority is fragile because the structures of Caribbean
economies and societies severely constrain the capacity of political leaders to
satisfy their followers' hopes, whether these are in terms of material goods,
individual opportunities, or social justice. In examining the routinization of
charisma the authors evaluate not only such personal aspects as the leader's
courage and oratorical skill but also his ability to deliver the goods, without
which his aura and the loyalty of his followers may quickly evaporate. Times
of crisis, whether caused by colonial rule or by structural adjustment, provide
the conditions for the rise of charismatic leaders but they also test their ability
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to stay in power. Charismatic authority, once achieved, may be sustained
by liberal democratie processes, but in some cases populist appeals are
bolstered by authoritarian methods. In Caribbean societies, politics is highly
personalized, and leaders are often characterized paternalistically and even
revered as saviors: Eric Williams and Cheddi Jagan were said to be "fathers"
of their nations and Haiti's Francois Duvalier, who is not studied in this book,
was called "Papa Doe," while Michael Manley was known as "Joshua," after
the ancient Israelite who led his people into the promised land. Valdés, in
a stimulating essay, argues that Castro's transformation into a charismatic
revolutionary leader occurred after he came to power and is based on the
deeply-rooted religiosity of Afro-Cuban culture. Further, he explains the
struggle between Castro and Miami Cubans over Elian Gonzalez in 2000 in
terms of this religious culture as well as political opportunism. In Weber's
words, Fidel and Elian became "set apart from ordinary men and treated as
endowed with supematural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional
powers or qualities" (p. 213).

These well-written and thoughtful essays should provoke further, and
more comparative, research into the political culture and organizations of
the Caribbean.

Faking It: U.S. Hegemony in a "Post-Phallic" Era. CYNTHIA WEBER.

Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1999. xvi + 151 pp. (Paper
US$ 14.95)

BILL MAURER

Department of Anthropology
University of California, Irvine
Irvine CA 92697-5100, U.S.A.
< wmmaurer® uci .edu>

This entertaining book provides an account of U.S. policy in the Caribbean from
the Eisenhower administration through Clinton's. Cynthia Weber, a political
scientist who is clearly pushing the boundaries of her discipline, brings to light
the psychoanalytically suggestive pieces of the archival record rather than
offering a strict chronicle. She argues that the United States suffered a sort of
castration when it "lost" Cuba, that it has been trying to compensate for this
loss ever since, and that its efforts to remasculinize ultimately demonstrate its
original lack of phallic power, a lack it has to exclude in order for it to remain
hegemonie (p. 8). The Caribbean - especially Cuba, but also other places to
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the extent that they represent repetitions of the United States' Cuban ventures
- serves as a constant reminder of the United States' excluded lack, as a mirror
through which it sees itself, and a screen on which its insecurities about its
own hegemony are projected. Weber cleverly mixes psychoanalytic discourse,
wordplay, and insights from feminist and queer theory. At first, some of the
more heavily affected prose irritated me. Yet on reflection, the excesses in
this text are nothing compared to those of the U.S. political and military class
whose words and actions are being examined.

The argument is organized around Roland Barthes's reading of Honoré
de Balzac's short story, "Sarrasine." In that story, Sarrasine courts La
Zambinella, declaring her an "ideal beauty," a "masterpiece" who is "more
than a woman" and by whom he must "be loved [or] die!" (quoted on p.
15). Sarrasine learns that La Zambinella is in fact a man, and is horrified
that she/he, by "stamp[ing] all other women with a seal of imperfection,"
will always come to his mind whenever he thinks of a "real" woman (pp.
16, 17). He therefore tries to kill her, but fails, and is instead killed himself.
Barthes's approach to Balzac's text emphasizes its "writerly" aspects, that
is, its connotative and intertextual elements rather than its denotative and
literal referents. Approaching the text in this way invites a pluralization of
meaning. Weber uses Barthes to understand the disruptions Castro's Cuba
presented to the cold-war codes of American dominance (Chapter 2). And
"Sarrasine" is a fine intertext to the official Cuba story. Like La Zambinella,
whose dissimulation and lack horrify and symbolically castrate Sarrasine,
Cuba appears in U.S. post-Spanish-American War discourse as symbolically
feminine. In 1959, it is masculinized by a castrating Castro, with the result that
Cuba becomes "mixed, untotalizable space" that is neither solely feminine
nor solely masculine (p. 21) - a space that threatens the United States' own
integrated (masculinist) wholeness. As Weber remarks, "the United States
comes to terms with this by giving up on its desire to have Cuba, all the while
ensuring that no one else may have 'her' either" (p. 27). Weber analyzes
Eisenhower's various overtures toward and rejections of Castro, and then
provides a psychoanalytic reading of the Bay of Pigs invasion and the
missile crisis under Kennedy. Both are failures at "rephallusization," since,
while Cuba remained without rockets, it also remained outside the U.S.
sphere. Cuba showed the He of the United States' unadulterated masculine
hegemony and instead revealed the United States to be a "body in pieces" (p.
32) that could never see itself, its power, reflected in the Caribbean, as much
as it might try. "The U.S. 'post-phallic' era had begun" (p. 32).

Weber's reading might seem a bit over the top. Set against the hilarious
material she brings together from Johnson's invasion of the Dominican
Republic (Chapter 3), Reagan's "B movie" invasion of Grenada (Chapter
4), Bush's "wimp factor" invasion of Panama (Chapter 5) and Clinton's
adventures in Haiti (Chapter 5), the analysis becomes more convincing. It is
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easy to forget about the gendered and sexualized rhetoric surrounding each
of these affairs — and I am tempted, as a reviewer, to want to reproduce some
of it here. I leave the surprises, and sad reminders, to the book's readers.
When such rhetoric is gathered together and presented sequentially, as if the
story were about continually faltering U.S. efforts to maintain an insecure,
indeed, impossible masculine identity rather than the pursuit of cold-war and
post-cold-war-U.S. realpolitik, Weber's analysis becomes quite compelling.

One does not have to read between the lines to realize that the Caribbean
exploits Weber discusses here exist in the same political-discursive space
as the United States' latest military ventures. Written before September
11, 2001, her book contains chilling reminders that U.S. Caribbean policy
has always been linked to its other global ambitions. She quotes Reagan,
who sought carefully to differentiate his invasion of Grenada from the
contemporaneous Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (p. 76). The hidden subtext
was the U.S. support of the mujaheddin. Current efforts to distance itself
from its former friends has produced the same masculinist disavowal of its
impure past and its lack of total control. Given that this is happening under
a second George Bush, and at great cost of human life and liberty, I imagine
Weber would see a repetition compulsion, a hysteria that is manifested the
second time as tragedy and farce. If direct contestation of war rhetoric seems
impossible in the United States today, perhaps we would do well to heed
the lesson of this book, aptly summed up in its epigraph, a quotation from
the feminist theorist Elizabeth Grosz: "the best strategy for challenging the
phallic authority of the penis is laughter." As it was during the long twentieth
century, the laughter would be a loud and horrified howl.

Foreign in a Domestic Sense: Puerto Rico, American Expansion, and
the Constitution. CHRISTINA DUFFY BURNETT & BURKE MARSHALL (eds.).
Durham NC: Duke University Press, 2001. xv + 422 pp. (Paper US$ 23.95)

KELVIN SANTIAGO-VALLES

Sociology Department
Binghamton University-SUNY
Binghamton NY 13902-6000, U.S.A.
<stgokel@binghamton.edu>

In Foreign in a Domestic Sense sixteen contributors, including renowned
legal scholars, discuss the juridico-political implications of the U.S. Supreme
Courts's "Insular Cases" (1901-5). The editors expressly deploy this
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collection to "lure American legal scholars back to the unresolved problem
of territorial status in the United States" by "reminding them (and asking
them to remind others) that" what one 1898 headline called "the question of
the hour" has since - and up to the present day - become "the question of the
century, and none the less urgent for it" (p. xiii).

After a richly annotated and explanatory introduction, the first group
of chapters attempt to lay a historical context for the larger constitutional
and political ramifications of U.S. colonialism and neocolonialism at the
end of the nineteenth century. The second section zeroes in on some of
the constitutional questions raised by the Insular Cases during the early
twentieth century, such as their relationship to previous Court decisions
elucidating citizenship, racial differentiation, the emergence of a centralized
state, and individual rights. That is followed by a third cluster of chapters
primarily devoted to the political legacy of these cases within the context of
late twentieth-century partisan debates in Puerto Rico over the future status
of the island. The anthology's final segment expands the previous section's
discussion by analyzing the language question versus national identity (not
just Puerto Rico's, but also that of the United States), as well as, again, notions
of citizenship and the development of a central state in the United States.

Foreign in a Domestic Sense does assemble a wealth of bibliographical
documentation and commentary on the Insular Cases and on the broader
juridical literature surrounding them. Yet despite its explicit aims, the
collection does not tackle the Insular Cases in the broader context of certain
present-day controversies within law and politics, clearly relevant to the
content of this anthology. In this regard, there are additional and no-less
urgent "questions of the hour" (historical-past and historical-present) that
directly or indirectly impact most Puerto Ricans. Such is the case of racially
skewed sentencing legislation and incarceration practices (African Americans
and Latinos/Latinas), dual citizenship (U.S. Mexicans), foreign voting rights
(U.S. Dominicans), welfare rights for undocumented immigrants and their
families (California in the 1990s), etc. A conspicuous case in point, regarding
germane schools of thought, is Critical Legal Studies, particularly its overlap
with scholarship on Critical Race Theory (Williams 1991; Delgado 1995;
Goldberg, Musheno & Bower 2001). Stanford Levinson (p. 123), Angel
Ricardo Oquendo (p. 394), and Juan F. Perea (p. 165) do include passing
references to the work of Derrick Bell, Richard Delgado, and Ian Haney-
López, while Mark S. Weiner (p. 48) mentions Cultural Studies of Law.
However, it is peculiar for a collection critically evaluating U.S. legal trends
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries - e.g., Anglo-Saxon
interpretations of constitutional rights in chapters by Weiner, Thomas, Rivera
Ramos, Levinson, Perea, Statham, Neuman, Aponte Toro, and Oquendo -
not to engage directly and fully this other, far more prominent late twentieth-
century U.S. legal trend.
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Many of the chapters in the first two sections of Foreign in a Domestic
Sense are the closest the book comes, at least, to addressing one issue figuring
prominently within Critical Legal Studies and Critical Race Theory: namely,
revisionist constitutional histories. Yet even such attempts are limited by a
related problem - one particularly thorny and sensitive to those of us coming
to this collection from the historical social sciences. I am referring to the way
in which the book's authors understand "colonialism." The term appears here
in its conventionally and formally juridico-political, territory-predicated, and
reified meaning of an overseas country-polity being rendered utterly power-
less (in a zero-sum fashion) by an external government. (One alternative
would have been to examine colonialism as a historically-specific social
relation of power, defined and embodied by the asymmetrically positioned
populations - colonizers and colonized - bound within this relationship and
its corresponding spaces.) The former usage limits the contributors and the
editors in this anthology in at least two ways.

First, by reducing the conflicting application of constitutional rights
to the restricted formal-political liberties of the Island's inhabitants, the
collection misses an opportunity to directly consider the socioeconomic and
sociospatial dimensions of constitutional rights under colonialism. Missing
this opportunity becomes even more awkward given that these are the very
dimensions so closely tied to the notions of "social citizenship" originally
argued by T.H. Marshall and so central to today's research and debates
on citizenship, migration, nationality, and human rights within the context
of globalization (e.g., Castles & Davidson 2000). It is no small irony that
a juridico-political-focused anthology like this one should overlook the
implications of the most successful mass political parties in Puerto Rico's
history - the Partido Socialista (during 1915-32), the Partido Popular
Democratico (1940-67), and the Partido Nuevo Progresista (1968-72, 1976-
80) - having risen to prominence precisely by appealing to popular demands
to focus on this island's social inequalities rather than on its formal juridico-
political condition.

Secondly, adopting this conventional notion of colonialism constrains the
anthology's authors to continually reduce what they mean by "Puerto Ricans"
to only those in the island, notwithstanding the Puerto Ricans already living
in New York City when the Insular Cases were being decided. A century later
the number of Puerto Ricans in the United States is now practically equal to
those living in Puerto Rico, while over 44 percent of those in the Island have
lived in the U.S. mainland at some point. Given the continuing deprivations
and unequal rights among disproportionately high numbers of Puerto Ricans
in the United States during the 1980s and 1990s (Canabal 1997; Villaruel
et al. 2002), it is difficult to understand why this anthology confined its
discussion of related issues exclusively to Puerto Rico - especially when
the island's inhabitants were being compared (within the Insular Cases and
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by this anthology's authors) to other racially subordinate nationalities under
U.S. rule (e.g., pp. 59-60,106-9, 126-32, 140-66).

Despite its appeals to historical context and history (e.g., pp. 16, 30, 39),
the anthology is insufficiently historical in its lack of suitable conceptual
and historical breadth, given its understanding of colonialism. Yet it
simultaneously manages to remain too narrowly historical (i.e., partly out of
touch with contemporary transformations) by not fully taking into account the
current critical conceptual trends within legal studies and its social-science
periphery, nor the current social reality of Puerto Ricans in the United States.
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The Legal Construction of Identity: The Judicial and Social Legacy of
American Colonialism in Puerto Rico. EFRÉN RIVERA RAMOS. Washington
DC: American Psychological Association, 2000. 275 pp. (Cloth US$ 49.95)
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The moral and political controversies surrounding the American acquisition
of Puerto Rico and the Philippines during the Spanish-American War were
rapidly submitted to U.S. courts, where the American colonial project was
represented, somewhat limited, and ultimately justified in the terms of the
prevailing legal discourse. In The Legal Construction of Identity, Efrén
Rivera Ramos examines how, in a series of decisions that came to be known
as the Insular Cases, the U.S. Supreme Court developed a legal doctrine
which helped legitimize the colonial venture. In Rivera's perspective,
the salient force of law resides in its capacity to authoritatively name and
categorize the elements in power relationships, providing a conceptual
framework or cognitive code through which social relationships are
understood. Rivera examines the legal power of naming the colonial through
an incisive dissection of the discursive strategies employed in the Insular
Cases. The Court signified the subjective difference, the racial otherness,
in the objective language of geography by creating a new constitutional
category, the unincorporated territory. This legal fiction made plausible
an interpretation of the constitution providing Congress plenary powers in
the new territories and justifying limitations in the political rights of their
inhabitants. Thus, in reproducing legal discourse, the justices' notions of
history, progress, race, and society circulated with their conceptions of law
and theories of interpretation. The legal system was capable of producing
an authorized interpretation of social reality that made imperial power
relationships appear legal and natural: the Insular Cases legitimized the
colonial project, constituted colonial subjects with limited political rights,
and created a discursive universe which contextualized further discussion
and political action,

This bright analysis of the Insular Cases tends to focus on the hegemonie
processes in the metropolitan society: it shows how, through the repro-
duction of legal discourse by the Supreme Court, a common sense of
the colonial venture was adopted by sectors of the U.S. society which
originally had divergent views. It is not as clear how the Court's reification
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of Puerto Ricans as inhabitants of an unincorporated territory helped make
possible their acceptance of colonial subordination. One of the difficulties
in tracking the hegemonie effects of the Court's rulings in the island may
come from a tendency to portray a legal system under the firm command of
the metropolitan state and intent on masking an already established colonial
relationship. On the one hand, this perspective robs the process of dynamism
and fluidity; on the other, it eschews the notion of legal autonomy whereby
legal discourse is reproduced in a juridical field which has considerable
independence from the state. The Insular Cases were, after all, filed by
Puerto Ricans and Filipinos, and their attorneys, who pressed their own"
views and interpretations of the law and, despite their diminished influence,
were able to score some points: while the Court justified the denial of
political rights, it recognized the applicability of fundamental personal rights
(whose signifïcance must be ascertained in the context of nineteenth-century
Spanish rule) and many economie rights, including the right to enter the U.S.
mainland (the legal basis of a reverse colonization by more than 2 million
Puerto Rican immigrants). The focus on the political may be justified by the
ongoing democracy deficit in the island, but it blurs out elements necessary
to understand hegemony through law in twentieth-century Puerto Rico.

Part 2 of the book analyzes the production of hegemony through a 1917
legislative act, Congress's imposition of American citizenship on Puerto
Ricans during the strategie meanderings of World War I. Citizenship, for
Rivera, constituted a symbolic act of violence: an attempt to create an
identity from the vantage point of power, intended to cement the loyalties of
the locals. However, the attempt was resisted and negotiated on the terrain
of ordinary practice, and while most colonials treasure their U.S. citizenship,
they still perceive themselves in terms of puertorriquenidad. Moreover,
while citizenship facilitated metropolitan demands for loyalty and military
service, it also fueled demands for welfare and migration rights and renewed
cries for political equality (despite the holding of the last Insular Case that,
by granting citizenship, Congress did not intend to incorporate the territory
of Puerto Rico, meaning continued limitations to the political rights of
its inhabitants). Rivera concludes that while the symbolic and concrete
effects of citizenship were indeterminate and negotiated, with unintended
consequences and significant limits on the metropolitan state, citizenship
was in a very complex way important in the acceptance of colonial rule.

Rivera's critique of the legal construction of identity is penetrating but
it stops at the national frontiers. His argument that the legal constitution of
a Puerto Rican subject was not made by a nation that defined itself with
reference to a common language, culture, and experience begs the very
Gramscian question of which sectors within the colonial society had the
authority to interpret its history and culture and tends to treat national identity
as a given, independent from the contested processes of (legally) naming the
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national. U.S. citizenship, as Rivera persuasively argues, has been a malleable
construct, which helped, for instance, to provide a vocabulary to unintended
welfare and immigration demands. It has also been a malleable element in
the local cultural struggles to define the Puerto Rican nation. Rivera shows
the way for further interrogations, such as the role of U.S. citizenship in the
battles waged by local blacks, gays, or Protestants against exclusion from the
national definition, and for the deconstruction of local legal texts defining a
Puerto Rican nationality.

The final section of the book explores the production of hegemony
through what the author calls legal consciousness: the discourse of rights,
partial democracy, and rule of law. Here, the focus is on general features of
Puerto Rico's legal and political system. Again, the strongest elements are
theoretical, in particular an analysis of the coercive and persuasive dimen-
sions of law, and a critique of the rights discourse. Despite the undemocratic
aspects of the colonial relationship, large segments of the population have
come to identify the rule of law with the American system, contributing
to the acceptance of the colonial rule but also fueling demands on the
metropolitan state..

In exploring the relationships between law and American colonialism in
Puerto Rico, Rivera has shown why the Sociology of the Law has become
one of the most productive fields of social inquiry today. He provides
profound insights into the workings of colonial relationships and into the
island's political history. As I read about the informal appropriations of U.S.
laws and citizenship, I anticipated the conclusion that the status question,
while important, should cease to overwhelm Puerto Rican studies. But the
book concludes with a denunciation of Congress's formal plenary powers to
legislate, pleading for a status solution which, considering the complexities
of the case, will require great legal creativity.
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This engaging and entertaining book, the latest from historian Louis Pérez,
explores the impact that hurricanes have had in shaping the course of Cuban
history. Despite the devastation they so frequently inflict on the Caribbean,
hurricanes have elicited relatively little attention from historians of the
region. Pérez places these storms, especially three particularly calamitous
ones that hit western Cuba in 1842, 1844, and 1846, at the center.of his
narrative about economie, political, and social change in nineteenth-century
Cuba. A wide range of eyewitness accounts - including letters, travel
narratives, newspaper articles, and government reports - along with census
data, agricultural records, works of fiction, and other sources enable Pérez
to paint a vivid picture of the ruin wrought by these natural disasters. The
hurricanes at mid-century, he argues, altered the Cuban economy as well as
relationships between social classes, led toward the breakdown of Spanish
colonial rule, and, ultimately, contributed to the forging of a shared sense of
national identity among all Cubans.

Throughout the course of this short monograph, readers are reminded in
dramatic detail of the material destruction and human suffering produced by
the force of the Atlantic hurricane. The first chapter recounts the experiences
of European settlers - British as well as Spanish - in the Caribbean with
these natural disasters before the nineteenth century. Gale-force winds and
pounding waves leveled buildings, wind-borne sand and sea spray ruined
crops and trees, storm surges and torrential rains resulted in coastal and
interior flooding, while famine and disease often followed in the wake of the
hurricane. In the next chapter, Pérez briefly shifts his focus away from scènes
of devastation to examine the Cuban economy in the half-century after the
fall of Saint Domingue. He stresses that agricultural production expanded
rapidly during this time, characterized by balanced growth in the cultivation
of coffee, cotton, cacao, tobacco, and basic foodstuffs as well as sugar cane.
Such diversified development, however, would not last. The hurricanes of
the 1840s intervened, Pérez tells us, and in the second half of the book he
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describes the immediate damage and, more importantly, the lasting effects
brought about by this trio of terrible tempests.

The transformation of Cuban economy, society, and politics by these
mid-century storms forms the analytical heart of Winds ofChange. While all
agriculture suffered severely from hurricane damage in the short term, the
coffee sector never recovered fully, and this prompted growers to shift capital,
land, and slave labor into the sugar industry. Cuba thus departed the once-
promising path of diversified development and headed down the road toward
dependency on sugar monoculture. Meanwhile, social tensions increased and
public order was threatened as the most vulnerable groups in society - the
poor and people of color in particular - suffered disproportionately from
the ravages of the hurricanes. Similarly, as agricultural production patterns
changed, the Cuban slave population encountered an even more ruthless
and repressive labor regime on sugar plantations than had been the norm
on coffee estates. In the political realm, the inability of local and peninsular
administrators to effectively address the needs of the Cuban population in the
aftermath of the hurricanes heightened anticolonial sentiment on the island.
Even creole leaders began to turn away from Spanish colonialism and, in
an effort to reconstruct the Cuban economy, increasingly turned toward the
United States.

Pérez succeeds admirably in elucidating the link between environmental
phenomena and broader socioeconomic and political structures and pro-
cesses. In suggesting that tropical storms were often the "decisive" factor in
the transformation of nineteenth-century Cuba, however, his analysis tends
to downplay a host of other factors commonly attributed to the decline of the
island's coffee industry. These include falling prices on the world market,
competition from other countries such as Brazil, domestic overproduction,
colonial trade policy, U.S. tariff restrictions, and lack of innovation in coffee
production techniques while the sugar industry benefitted from significant
technological advances. The question of timing is also critical in establishing
cause and effect. The existing literature generally holds that expansion of
the Cuban sugar industry and concomitant decline in coffee production
were already underway before the hurricanes of the 1840s made landfall in
Cuba. In his classic study of coffee in Cuba (El café: Historia de su cultivo y
explotación en Cuba [1944]), Francisco Pérez de la Riva acknowledges the
negative impact of the 1844 and 1846 storms, but views them as. the final
death blow to an industry already in irreversible decline. Perhaps hurricanes
were not the critical, decisive factor at work, but they certainly contributed
to shaping the course of colonial Cuban history, as Winds of Change so
skillfully demonstrates.

In a suggestive final chapter, Pérez reflects on how hurricanes have
insinuated themselves into Cuban culture and identity over time. Relying
largely on literary sources, he concludes that the shared experiences of
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confronting natural disasters have helped to foster social consensus and
common notions of what it means to be Cuban. Considering that - as Pérez
makes clear earlier in the book - the impact of "natural" disasters is mediated
by economie and political structures and some social groups suffer more
than others when tropical storms touch down, one wonders if hurricanes in
Cuba (and elsewhere in the Caribbean) have worked less to forge national
unity than to reveal and exacerbate existing social divisions, especially along
the lines of class and race. Of course, hurricanes do not target Cuba alone,
and thus the connection between them and identity formation might be
contemplated for the Caribbean as a whole. Given its innovative merging of
environmental history with broader historical themes and its implications for
the entire region, Winds ofChange should interest all scholars of Caribbean
studies. With its vivid imagery and highly readable prose, it would also be
suitable for classes in Caribbean and Latin American history or geography.

Espacios, silencios y los sentidos de la libertad: Cuba entre 1878 y 1912.
FERNANDO MARTINEZ HEREDIA, REBECCA J. SCOTT & ORLANDO F. GARCIA

MARTINEZ (eds.). Havana: Ediciones Unión, 2001. 359 pp. (Paper n.p.)

JORGE L . GlOVANNETTI

Social Sciences Department & Institute of Caribbean Studies
University of Puerto Rico
Rfo Piedras, Puerto Rico 00931
<playacorcega@prw.net>

This book, as well as the 1998 regional history workshop from which it
emerged, is a major contribution to the exchange of ideas and the debate
between scholars researching Cuba inside and outside the island. It consists
of a collection of articles on the regional history of central Cuba during the
late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. With its publication, the
Spanish-speaking public (and certainly the Cubans) will have ready access to
the work of scholars that is otherwise scattered in different journals or mostly
available in the English language. This effort is one that is worth trying the
other way around so that English-speaking students of Cuba become more
aware of the scholarship produced by Cubans within the island.

Through a number of microhistorical studies and a regional approach, the
book's overarching topics are the sociopolitical transitions of Cuba during
slave emancipation, the struggle for independence, and the early republican
years; race and issues of racial inclusion and exclusion; and the agency
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of social actors "from below" or "without history," as noted by Fernando
Martfnez Heredia in the introduction (p. 14). To assess these wider issues,
and the more specific ones in each of the essays, the book is divided into
four sections - "Outlining the Problems," "The Regional Context," "Race
and Nation," and "Comments and Comparative Views."

"Outlining the Problems" consists of two essays, one by Rebecca Scott
and the other by Carlos Venegas. Scott's brilliantly-researched case study
combines archival sources and interviews to show the determination of
former slaves in asserting their rights to property and their freedom in
postemancipation Cuba. Venegas's work describes changes in the social and
economie infrastructure of the island during the U.S. intervention (1898-
1902). If the intent was for the book's central problems to be outlined in
this section, neither of these essays is successful. Scott partly presents the
problem implicitly and only empirically through her case study, but she does
not offer a conceptual and theoretical introduction to the issues discussed in
the following chapters.

In "The Regional Context," Hernan Venegas provides an elaborated and
complete geographical and social analysis of central Cuba. David Sartorius's
essay then offers wonderful insight into the various means of subsistence (i.e.
provision grounds) of slaves and former slaves in the ingenio Santa Rosalia
in Cienfuegos; his study calls for a more explicit comparative examination
with the studies on provision grounds and land-tenure in the non-Hispanic
Caribbean. The other essays in this section - one by Fe Iglesias and another
by Iran Millan and Orlando Garcfa - discuss the development of the sugar
industry in Cienfuegos across the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
As a whole, the essays in this section, along with that of Carlos Venegas
contained in the first section, serve better as an introduction to the book by
presenting the region, where most of the studies in the third part - as well as
that of Scott - are centered.

"Race and Nation," contains four remarkably well-researched case
studies on the social, racial, and political struggles in Cienfuegos and
Santa Clara between 1878 and 1912. Orlando Garcfa gives a detailed and
well-organized account of the last war of independence in Cienfuegos. He
provides excellent information on the social dynamics within the war and
keeps the story at a regional level of analysis, yet without losing perspective
on the wider national context of the struggle. The essay by Michael Zeuske
is that of a sophisticated and methodical historian who is critical of the
sources in his attempt to document the Afro-Cuban involvement in the
independence struggle, and the relations of clientelismo between blacks
and whites that emerged out of that effort. The chapters by Jorge Ibarra
and Alejandra Bronfman serve as a sequel to the works of Garcfa and
Zeuske. Ibarra's essay looks at the period of the second U.S. intervention,
examining the racial politics of those years (1906-9). In a good exercise of
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"doing history," his analysis focuses on the particularities of the time-period
under examination, rather than following the usual tendency to do it only
in relation to the 1912 "race war." Bronfman examines the events of 1912
and takes on the discussion of clientelismo to illustrate how, in contrast with
Oriente, in Cienfuegos the racial violence against black rebels coexisted with
instances where racial conflict was avoided and efforts were made to protect
the non-rebels (or "negros pacificos"). One must note, however, that in the
north of what was then Oriente Province (now Holguin), similar processes
of protecting nonrebels "of color" took place,1 something that calls for more
locally specific studies like the one by Bronfman. (One is left to wonder,
however, whether the pronouncements to protect blacks who were not
involved in the revolt - also argued in the article by de la Fuente - had a real
effect in the social arenas where the conflict was being solved.)

Other essays in this part focus on two black participants in the Cuban
struggle for independence: one on Quintin Bandera (by Ada Ferrer) and two
on Ricardo Batrell (by Martfnez Heredia and Blancamar Rosabal León).
While Ferrer chronicles and analyzes Bandera's career in the light of issues of
racial inclusion and exclusion, linking it to wider debates, Martfnez Heredia
and Rosabal León provide two different assessments of Batrell's life and
writings. Along with these biographical essays and the four microhistorical
studies presented above, a thought-provoking article by Alejandro de la
Fuente evaluates the myth of racial equality in Cuba with reference to the
revolt of 1912. De la Fuente maintains that once the myths of racial democ-
racy become hegemonie they cannot be controlled by the elites who created
them. The inclusion of racially marginalized groups as part of the myths
limited the political options the elites had to keep these groups in the mar-
gins. These myths, he argues, provided the space for the social ascendancy
of blacks because of the lack of an explicit racial hierarchical structure (p.
241). Despite convincing evidence and argumentation, de la Fuente walks a
very thin line by not confronting and/or problematizing two issues. First, the
question of which were the social, cultural, and political terms in which the
opportunities for, and roles of, black Cubans were manifested in the national
polity. Secondly, where, concretely, was the limit to the political options of
the elites in the massacre of thousands in 1912? If the actions of the Partido
Independiente de Color and its supporters were indeed portrayed as a threat
to national unity, isn't that portrayal precisely a way of controlling how the
myth would be interpreted and what the position of blacks would be in the
national spectrum?

In "Comments and Comparative Views," Fernando Coronil reviews
the book and notes how it contributes to "peopling the history" of Latin

1. See José Garcia, 1912. ["Proclama"], Alcaldfa Municipal de Holguin, 23 May,
Archivo del Museo Provincial, Holguin, Fondo-Ayuntamiento, 1912, no. 11.
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America and the Caribbean with the "subaltern actors" (p. 326-27). Indeed,
this collection is a welcome addition to the scholarship that for decades has
been exploring the history of Caribbean marginalized groups in the colonial
and postcolonial periods through different perspectives, methodologies, and
disciplines (see San Miguel 2001:61-73). In his commentary, Jorge Ibarra
reviews de la Fuente's article and raises important methodological issues
for future research in Cuba, such as employing a regional comparative
approach in the examination of the behavior of social actors with regard to
race and racist practices. He contextualizes the ascendancy of blacks in the
republican years with reference to "cultural progress," a concept that needs
more problematization in light of power relations in postcolonial societies.
John Coatsworth's essay puts the Cuban case in a wider Latin American
perspective, yet it follows the traditional tendency to establish comparisons
of Cuba with mainland Latin American countries rather than with Hispanic
Caribbean countries where comparative analysis might prove more fruitful.
The book concludes with a comment by Tomas Fernandez Robaina on how
the regional history workshop - where the articles were originally presented
- served as a space for the exchange of ideas. However, given the issues
discussed in this collection, one would have preferred more ideas from a
scholar like Fernandez Robaina.

That Espacios, silencios y los sentidos de Hbertad is a "firm step in
Cuban historiography" (p. 17), and a contribution to it, is certainly true. By
focusing on a single region, the authors provide new insights for rethinking
the macro-historical views symptomatic of national histories. Now that the
contrast between the regional and the national has been made, what Cuban
scholarship needs are more truly comparative studies between the different
subregions of this Caribbean island.

R E F E R E N C E

SAN MIGUEL, PEDRO, 2001. Visiones históricas del Caribe: Entre la mirada imperial y las
resistencias de los subalternos. Revista Brasileira do Caribe l(2):37-89.
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Afro-Cuban Religions is a brief, popularizing synthesis. Barnet intends
his book to doublé as a "compass" to guide travelers through the thickets
of Cuba's religious landscape. In the interest of "thinning out the dense
undergrowth," he describes the mythology and leading deities in the
pantheons of the two best-known Afro-Cuban reglas, Ocha (often called
Santeria), and Palo Monte. Although there are illustrations depicting
the famed Abakua diablitos of Havana's nineteenth-century Epiphany
celebrations, the Abakua society is excluded from the account. Instead,
Barnet describes the practices of Ocha and Palo Monte in connection
with divination and the propitiation of particular deities. Music and dance
associated with these traditions are explored in descriptive sketches of their
own. "Magie" and the use of firmas (literally, "signatures"), cosmograms
drawn in white chalk or coal that invoke the powers of the Palo Monte, are
also discussed. The excursion concludes with Barnet's return to Nigeria in
its guise as "land of the orishas." In what reads like an entry from a travel
journal, Barnet describes the trip as a homecoming of sorts. In the temple of
Eggun near the city of Abeokuta, he finds himself "immersed in a well of
mystery" without being quite overwhelmed. "On the contrary," he notes, "I
feel that this world also belongs to me" (p. 141).

Barnet's claim on Nigeria is both spiritual and historical. He argues
throughout that in spite of syncretism, regional variation, and other forces
that militate against uniformity and strict orthodoxy in Cuban religious
practices, Yoruba people and their traditions "had the greatest influence
on the integrative processes of the island's cultural and religious system"
(p. 17). Lucumf, as things Yoruba came to be called in Cuba, provided the
"dominant models" and points of reference for all other reglas. According
to Barnet, Lucumf attained this position because of the superior strength
and sophistication of their mythology, much of which is codified in an
oral corpus of narratives about the orishas called pwataki. He maintains
that Congo-derived traditions such as Palo Monte "preserved few of the
mythological elements that would enable them to represent the characteristics
of their supernatural beings" (p. 115). Indeed, Barnet asserts that "the limited
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philosophical consistency of these cults and their animist and magical
nature" made the Congo religion especially susceptible to debilitating
outside influences (p. 82). For that reason, possessions in Palo Monte appear
to him as mimed renditions of Lucumi.

Although he notes that all Afro-Cuban religions, including Regla Ocha,
are products of transculturation, a process that transformed Yoruba as it
did all other traditions found in Cuba, Barnet remains preoccupied with
questions of origins and African survivals. Implicit in his descriptions is
a hierarchy that places Lucumi above other traditions on account of the
number and fidelity of its African retentions. In describing Ocha's pantheon,
he uses the term Lucumi rather than Yoruba to signal that these divinities
too were transformed. But he soon concludes that in Ocha the "give and
take of elements and attributes" - a process that he regards as "natural" and
"spontaneous" - "did not alter the basic concepts that were transplanted from
Africa" (pp. 37-38).

Although Barnet is aware of the adaptability and creativity that
creolization processes demanded, he is more concerned with the dialectics
of loss and preservation. Given the emphasis on the retentive abilities of
Lucumi, it comes as a surprise when Barnet declares that for all of their
importance to the Afro-Cuban religious matrix, Yoruba deities "lost more
than they gained" in Cuba (p. 40). As the account nears the contemporary
period, transculturation would seem to give way to degeneration. In recent
years, Barnet contends, the death of trained liturgical experts has created
a "great spiritual vacuüm" and a "chaotic and irreversible amalgam." He
prophesies that soon Ocha will be reduced to "purely aesthetic values"
capable of inspiring artists and writers, but unable to sustain much more (p.
67). The erosion is already discernible; Barnet warns that the repertoire of
Lucumi myths is shrinking and that some myths are already becoming mere
folktales. That myths are the proper measure of a religion is axiomatic for
Barnet.

Although Barnet is concerned with the loss of tradition, he intimates
that Cubans might benefit yet. As internal fragmentation and secular
modernization drain the fount of Afro-Cuban mysteries in Cuba, one might
expect an abatement of fantasy and misguided reasoning. In a revealing
instance, Barnet observes that owing to postrevolutionary gains in health
care, acts of "religious fanaticism" during the annual pilgrimage to the
sanctuary of St. Lazarus in El Rincón are now less common (p. 60). Given
the trend, there is reason to hope that believers today are also less likely to
take myths at face value, as Barnet reports they tended to do in former times
(p. 7).

Afro-Cuban Religions offers a summation of an important line of
investigation in Cuban social science. Like other scholars in this tradition,
Barnet sets out to document Afro-Cuban folklore as part of a larger effort
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to uncover the foundations of the Cuban nation and its culture. Scholars
concerned with this labor will no doubt be interested in the latest contribution
by this famous author.

Rituals of Power and Rebellion: The Camival Tradition in Trinidad
and Tobago, 1763-1962. HOLLIS "CHALKDUST" LIVERPOOL. Chicago:
Research Associates School Times Publications and Frontline Distribution
International, 2001. xviii + 518 pp. (Paper n.p.)

PHILIP W. SCHER

Department of Anthropology
University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403, U.S.A.
<pscher@darkwing.uoregon.edu>

In the last several years there has been an astonishing outpouring of written
work on the Trinidad Camival. From published monographs to unpublished
dissertations, the 1990s saw a marked increase in historical and ethnographic
treatments of this singular event. For quite some time the best-known works
on the Camival were Errol Hill's Trinidad Camival (1972) and the 1956
doublé issue of the journal Caribbean Quarterly. These works established
the Camival as the object of legitimate critical inquiry both anthropologically
and historically. Perhaps the greatest inspiration for this recent wave of
Camival scholarship was Mikhail Bakhtin's exploration of the camivalesque
in literary theory. The appeal of Bakhtin's writing in literary theoretical
circles soon spilled over into the social sciences where all manner of
public display events and festivals of inversion were re-explored. The most
rewarding result of this effluence of work is the growing sophistication of the
writing. For instance, a wide range of theoretical orientations have now been
taken toward the festival. Furthermore there has been more focused research,
yielding works that treat different aspects of the celebrations as studies in
themselves. From economie to transnational, the Camival provides an entry
into Trinidadian society from a range of orientations.

Hollis Liverpool, a longtime calypsonian and now govemment official,
has produced a truly voluminous overview of the Camival from 1763 to
1962, the year of Trinidad's independence from Great Britain. I was a bit
confused by the years chosen, for nowhere is the significance of 1763
mentioned. Yet 1783, the year of the major Spanish Cedula de Población,
a document that allowed large numbers of French and free colored planters
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and their slaves to settle the island, was repeatedly cited as a watershed date.
Nevertheless, Liverpool sets himself the task of trying to cover the greater
part of the history of the Carnival from a decidedly Afrocentric viewpoint.
The basic thesis of the book is that Carnival represents the enduring legacy
of African traditions in Trinidad, despite attempts by white Europeans and
other elites to stifle these traditions. His claim is that the scholarship on
Carnival does not adequately credit African contributions to the formation
and evolution of the Carnival arts, although this claim is never supported
with a revue of the relevant literature.

Liverpool chooses the term Africans to describe Trinidadians descended
from the many peoples of West Africa who were transported to the New
World as slaves. And although Liverpool pays a kind of lip service to
hybridity and adaptation, this book is essentially an attempt to point to
the pure African cultural antecedents of the Carnival arts in Trinidad. In
that sense, then, it is in the tradition of Melville Herskovits, who sought to
show the enduring links between Africa and the New World as an antidote
to the idea that peoples of Africa lost their cultures in the Middle Passage.
The problem with this approach, these days, however, is that the opposition
seems to be increasingly made of straw. I doubt there are many serious
scholars of the African diaspora, or even lay people, who question that New
World African cultures are indebted to their African cultural forbears.

That being said, Liverpool's obvious passion for his subject and his
dedication to the Carnival, calypso, steel band, and masquerade has led him
to uncover some very interesting and unknown sources and also to make
use of many that were previously known, but perhaps underrepresented in
the historical literature. His goal to rely on ethnographic data to supplement
historical records is ambitiously stated, but not thoroughly followed, and the
work relies heavily on the memories of only a few key informants. This is
not, in and of itself, necessarily a problem, but it does not conform to the
stated goal of the book.

The text is divided into three parts and contains twelve chapters. There
is, however, so much repetition, so little evolution of any coherent argument,
and so little rigor in the definition of key terms that the book could have been
less than half the size if it were properly organized. There are also grave
inconsistencies, contradictions, and even errors that detract from the book's
potential contribution to Carnival scholarship. The errors range from minor
examples such as the misreading of Arnold van Gennep's work (p. 130) and
the misquotation of statistics (p. 37) to serious logical inconsistencies. The
book is also filled with grammatical errors and misspellings unbecoming an
academie work. The key geographical region of Chaguaramas is misspelled
at least five times! But these kinds of errors are not the real problem with
the book. What is most disheartening is that Carnival scholars will not
learn much that is new about the event, nor benefit from the insights of a
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participant who has been so close to the action for so many years. What
we get is an unproblematized polemic in which the history of Carnival is
reduced to two-dimensional "white" characters oppressing African people.
To outside readers one would never guess that nearly half the population of
Trinidad is now East Indian, or that women ever played a role in the Carnival
or that elites and the working classes, be they white, black, mixed, Chinese
or Indian, ever held opinions or engaged in actions that ran contrary to what
we might expect of them. Liverpool misses enormous opportunities here by
glossing over the role of middle- and upper-class men who crossed class
and racial lines to join the festivities in the late nineteenth century (known
as "Jacketmen") and the puzzling and potentially contradictory patriotism
of Trinidadians who both expressed solidarity with the enemies of the
English and Americans (by masquerading as Boers, or Native Americans)
and yet sang the praises of the Queen and heralded allied victories in both
world wars. These peculiar and seemingly illogical crises of identity appear
well suited to a sophisticated investigation of the colonial and postcolonial
context of Carnival in the West Indies. Sadly we never get any treatment of
these kinds of issues.
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This is a remarkable book about fishing and labor in Puerto Rico. Through
rich empirical material and perceptive analysis the authors investigate
wage-labor among small-scale fishers, and their part in the increasing
global conflict between labor and the forces of capital. A central problem
is that of how the incorporation of independent, domestic producers into
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labor and commodity markets affects their economie activities and sense of
self. Examples of different mixes of fishing and wage-work show how the
various forms of subsistence complement or frustrate one another. Further,
the authors ask how different aspects of fishers' lives are connected to the
specific historical processes of proletarianization, deproletarianization, and
semiproletarianization.

This study relies heavily on interviews centered on fishers' life histories.
The narratives originate from over one hundred samples and serve as
critiques of wider historical processes and their very local effects. The
theoretical perspective is Marxist. Like Steward's (1956) important study,
The People of Puerto Rico, the book focuses mainly on economie and
material life. However, Griffith and Valdés Pizzini argue that Steward's
(1956:14-15) notion of "levels of sociocultural integration" distinguished
different social arenas, but gave little information about how different
arenas influenced one another. A weakness in Steward's analysis was also
that it basically implies an evolutionistic attitude. Not only do Griffith and
Valdés Pizzini dissociate themselves from this stance, but also they repudiate
Steward's line of argument by showing that processes of modernization are
very unlike a linear movement from domestic production towards wage
labor. In their view, expanding capitalist relations of production occasionally
results in the complete proletarianization of small-scale producers. But this
happens at a much less rapid pace than many economists have predicted.
People also offer resistance to the domination of capitalist forces, so that new
forms of domination and resistance are continually negotiated.

The Puerto Rican fishers' life histories are related to the specific histori-
cal contexts of sugarcane production and Puerto Rico's relationship to the
mainland United States, and illustrate relationships among larger political
developments and local peoples. Such relationships are influenced by coastal
ecology and changing seasons, along with ties of power, culture, and class.
Alejandro's work history, for example, is an individual manifestation of
broader processes that first created a rural proletariat for the canefields and
subsequently drew portions of that into the harvests of the mainland United
States. While much writing about fishing categorizes fishers by region, type
of gear, or species targeted, Griffith and Valdés Pizzini classify by degree of
proletarianization or reliance on wage labor. This strategy is successful when
it comes to describing small-scale fishing and its integration into large-scale
processes of political economy. It also allows them to aptly illustrate the
process of sem/proletarianization (see below) and how fishing sometimes
can work counter to proletarianization and as an economical buffer in times
of hardship.

The process of semiproletarianization and Puerto Rican fishers' own
conceptualization of such processes are at the crux of this book. Historically,
migration opportunities to and from the U.S. mainland have increased
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people's dependence on "chiripas" (odd jobs), and fishing must be
understood within this context. Class formation among fishers is a process
that is interwoven with individuals' involvement in other work situations.
Griffith and Valdés Pizzini seek to revise anthropologists' traditional
conceptualization of proletarianization. The way that people incorporate
informal work and domestic production into their bases of subsistence and
maintain a mix of such practices with wage labor is here rather referred to as
semi'proletarianization. By analyzing Puerto Rican fishers' own conceptual
categories concerning injury and therapy, we are allowed to see how fishers
characterize the custom of moving among multiple livelihoods. Fishers
use the metaphors of injury and therapy to deal with their incomplete
incorporation into and the contradictions of the different life trajectories
of proletarianization (households increasing their wage-labor activity),
deproletarianization (households decreasing their wage-labor activity and
expanding their fishing enterprises), and semiproletarianization (maintaining
a mix of wage-labor and fishing from generation to generation). These
different trajectories constitute a remarkable collection of examples of how
capitalist expansion creates intersections between local and global histories,
and how the conceptual categories of injury and therapy give meaning to
such ambiguous processes. Through this particular insight Griffith and
Valdés Pizzini manage to demonstrate how people conceptually tackle
processes of modernization, often in the face of dominating narratives about
such processes where people's own concepts sometimes take the form of
resistance.

The authors' Marxist orientation is clear throughout this volume as they
illustrate how individual choices made within household contexts combine
elements of the structural and the personal in a manner logically similar to
Marx's notion of the dialectic between ideology and behavior. They also
underline the central role that households play in this dialectic, and discuss
the problem of gentrification of the coastline that threatens to restrict fishing
communities' opportunities to fish as an alternative source of income or as a
form of therapy. The strength of the authors' analysis becomes evident when
they also show that many fishing communities react by strengthening their
organizational powers in response to these disputes.

Griffith and Valdés Pizzini's account of the praxis of Puerto Rican fishers
is given through a highly developed theoretical framework that is illuminating
and holds the power of explication. Among the numerous accomplishments
of this book is the way that the life histories of Puerto Rican fishers are seen
against the background of U.S. involvement in the region and at the same
time allowed to criticize this part of history. This way they manage to relate
delicately what Roseberry has labeled "Puerto-Ricanization" (p. xiii).
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The Caribbean region is one of the oldest modern places. I do not mean
technologically modern, nor modern in the sense of modernist. It was early
in Europe's history of conquest and colonization and an early periphery
where core states carried out their military, economie, and political conflicts.
Modern production, capitalized enterprises, land and labor exploitation,
commodity production, a large, regimented labor force, labor migration,
economie dependence, a great range of family and household forms, offshore
manufacturing and finance, and globalization all came to the Caribbean
early in their histories. The history of Caribbean political economy could be
written as a story of the enforced subsidizing of modern capitalism.

Women's work has always sustained Caribbean economies, and thus
modern capitalism. In slavery, women's field labor underwrote plantation
production. Women helped to found the informal economy that persisted
through emancipation and into the present. Their labor in commodity
production, informal production and exchange, and household economy is
always recognized, but rarely accounted. By the middle of the twentieth
century, women's economie roles had expanded beyond commodity and
peasant agricultural production into other areas of the global economy, such
as commodity handwork and manufacturing. Data entry is the most recent
slot for women's labor in the global economy.

Economie globalization and "fair" trade agreements, which in fact mean
more economie hegemony over the Caribbean, now influence Caribbean
political economy as profoundly as did plantation production in its day.
Eudine Barriteau analyzes the gender system of the Commonwealth or
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Anglophone Caribbean in relation to the economie turmoil of globalizing
economies. She uses Barbados as a case to illustrate the ways that the
practices and ideologies of contemporary economie liberalism in Caribbean
states shape the inequities of gender.

The Caribbean gender system is part of the region's condition of
continuous modernizing. It attracted the attention of researchers long
before the rise of feminist thought introduced the notion of gender systems
as significant societal phenomena, and has its own history of research.
Barriteau's book carries on the long tradition of research on Caribbean gender
and women's economie roles, and pushes it further into a feminist critique
of government neglect and economie development planning. She repeatedly
and rightly exposes the discordance between policies and structured inequity.
Contemporary ideals of gender equality are embodied in official statements,
but are not implemented and do not match statistical realities of women's
income and employment. At the same time, antiquated gender ideologies still
influence popular thought and constitutional interpretation.

I would like to piek out two chapters for special discussion, even though
they are not the only ones that are innovative and thought-provoking. Chapter
3, "Women and Gender Relations in the Twentieth-Century Caribbean,"
argues that the contemporary gender system exhibits continuing injustice
that provokes conflict when the gaps between official gender ideology and
the material realities of women's subordination are exposed.

The confusion of ideal policies with behavioral and statistical realities
leads to claims that women's putative gains are men's losses. Never mind
the erroneous zero-sum thinking that supposes if one sex rises the other
must necessarily fall. Journalists, popular writers, and other commentators
propose that men and boys suffer disadvantages at home, at school, on the
job, and in public life because of the advantages and privileges granted to
women. In fact, statistical analyses of employment and income show that
women still are the majority occupants of lower-paid and less-skilled jobs.
Even if their educational advantages were superior to men's - which is in any
case an unproven proposition - the material foundations of gender inequity
have not been altered.

Chapter 6, "Women, Economy and the State," treats women as agents in
the formal economy, asking whether and how states promote women's enter-
prises. Women in household and informal economies are well-researched
topics, but clarifying the roles of women as entrepreneurs in the formal
economy is groundbreaking. Barriteau further innovates in exploring what
states actually do to encourage women in business. Many Caribbean states
have instituted women's desks and crafted policies to promote women's
economie activities. Yet Barriteau finds that state offices for women's
affairs have almost no power and that almost nothing is done to carry out
these policies. Nevertheless, state policies and programs, powerless and
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inactive though they are, give the general public the impression that a great
deal is being done for women. Barriteau discovered that the majority of
businesswomen founded their enterprises without access to conventional
sources of start-up capital and without help from govemmental or NGO
programs. She also found that no matter how successful and independent
businesswomen are, they rarely perceive themselves as initiators and
decision-makers. She concludes that Caribbean states do not understand,
let alone appreciate and support, the contributions of women to the formal
economy.

Barriteau's methodological principles and procedures are powerful. They
include a political economy conceptual framework and an insistence on
feminist gender analysis focused on women as a tooi for exposing the effects
on women of postcolonial state policies and their globalizing economies. It is
too much to expect that this excellent and sophisticated work should get the
govemmental attention it deserves, because states manipulate women's roles
to maintain inequity and further their own goals. Barriteau admits that any
transformation of relations between women and the state will be a "glacial
process," but insists that gender inequity must be exposed continuously and
challenged on every level.

Twentieth-Century Suriname: Continuities and Discontinuities in a New
World Society. ROSEMARIJN HOEFTE & PETER MEEL (eds.). Kingston: Ian
Randle; Leiden: KITLV Press, 2001. xvi + 365 pp. (Paper € 28,30)

EDWARD DEW
Politics Department
Fairfield University
Fairfield CT 06430, U.S.A.
<edew@fairl .fairfield.edu>

Despite the title's implied historical sweep, this nearly encyclopedie
examination of Suriname's institutions covers materials mostly from the last
few decades of the twentieth century. An exception is Rosemarijn Hoefte's
opening essay on slavery and the plantation economy up to 1900. Like all
of the remarkable essays in this volume, Hoefte covers new ground, and her
documentation of this formative period will serve as a rich bibliographic
resource for other researchers. Pitou van Dijck continues Hoefte's examina-
tion of the decline of plantation agriculture into the twentieth century. In a
small economy, rapid price fluctuations have periodically had devastating
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effects on domestic equilibrium - witness the efforts to replace sugar with
coffee and cocoa, and the "rush" in gold and balata/rubber exploration. Like
a wonderful display of fireworks in a dark tropical sky, the boom of some
of these enterprises briefly electrified society. Exceptions, of course, were
paddy rice and bauxite mining. But these, too, tended to unbalance a fragile
economy by their scale and the differential benefits they brought to a few.
Hans Buddingh' carries the economie examination into the independence
period with his examination of Suriname's relations with the Netherlands.
The ties to the metropole have always been heavily one-sided from colonial
neglect and exclusive management of foreign investment to the later
postcolonial dictation of plans (and consequent failure to abide by their own
designs). Illustrating a number of these cases, Buddingh' concludes that
"Dutch-Surinamese development cooperation since independence may be
characterised as a political and economie failure" (p. 83).

Politics comes in for a discouraging, but carefully drawn, critique as
well. Hans Ramsoedh tackles the problem of ethnic relations - the struggle
to maintain democracy in a centrifugal society. He sees the manipulation
of ethnicity as generating "an incompetent and corrupt political class" that
is little more than "the new coloniser" (p. 108). Hugo Fernandes Mendes
examines contradictions in the new 1987 Surinamese constitution, and
Peter Meel traces the country's almost frantic efforts in foreign policy to
be recognized and respected as a sovereign player. Have they logged any
successes? Meel feels the answer has to be negative.

In terms of domestic social and cultural developments, Gloria Wekker
begins with a fascinating portrayal of "unruly women" and "mimic men"
in the life of the neighborhoods. Women have always been a forceful and
politically active part of Surinamese life. But Wekker breaks down some
of the stereotypes and explores a wider variety of family institutions and
sexual pairings along with women's protest against dual sexual standards.
Harold Jap-A-Joe, Peter Sjak Shie, and Joop Vernooij report on the declining
role of Suriname's religious institutions in providing upward mobility
for their parishioners, but they also give us a heartening description of
interdenominational (including Hindu and Muslim) coordination and
cooperation in defense of human rights.

Ad de Bruijne works with admittedly unreliable statistics to examine
population growth, urbanization, and household composition with attention
to class, ethnicity, income, and emigration. This latter theme is also picked up
by Rubin Gowricharn and John Schüster, exploring the Surinamese diaspora.
Intimate ties with their putative homeland makes it obvious, they write,
"that the Surinamese plural society and the Dutch multicultural community
will continue to influence each other through a number of transnational
connections" (p. 171).
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The articles on culture demonstrate the wealth of these connections in
Surinamese life. In addition, they offer the crucial counterbalance to depressing
analyses of politics and economics that would otherwise command a social
scientist's attention. Eithne Carlin, for example, a specialist in linguistics,
provides an elementary inventory of Suriname's nineteen languages and
proceeds to explore the multilingual "code-switching" or multiple language
use that occurs between individuals of two ethnic groups. With a premium
on multilingual knowledge, it is generally a practice that produces harmony
and comfort, though it can also involve one-up-manship, as between Creoles
"insisting" on Sranan with a returning Creole whose Sranan is rusty.

Hilda van Neck-Yoder, Alex van Stipriaan, and Kenneth Bilby,
respectively, take us into the transnational mélange of literature, art, and
music. This is an area that, while still evolving, is nonetheless a source
of great pride for citizens at home and in the diaspora. Van Neck-Yoder,
choosing depth rather than breadth, provides a fascinating comparative
analysis of Trefossa, Bea Vianen, Edgar Cairo, Albert Heiman, and Hans
Faverey, authors in search of their rooted significance. Van Stipriaan's essay
on art is called "Roads to the Roots or Stuck in the Mud?" While providing
some attention to Maroon art and popular street art, he gives most of his
attention to the search for an authentic Surinamese tradition by the teachers
and studios generating academie art. Finally, Kenneth Bilby takes us into the
musical marriage of Creole and Maroon rhythms together with the poetry
of assertion, namely (with a pan-African anthem from Peter Tosh as its
inspiration) - alwasipe i komopo I opo i ede a loktul yu na wan Sranan man
("wherever you come from / hold your,head high / you're a Surinamese").

The editors confess to limitations in this banquet of essays, missing
contributions in the fields of education and sport. I would add the fields of
journalism and theater. On the latter topic, I especially missed reference to
the Doe Theater of Thea Doelwijt and Henk Tjon, which produced some
of the most inventive and edifying of musical cabarets: Land te Koop, Fri
Libi, and, most courageously, Ba Uzi. The focus on a few great writers
meant leaving out still others: Dobru and Shrinivasi among them. And the
focus on kawina/kaseko and all their reggae- and soca-inspired variations
meant missing a very different but popular musical phenomenon, the annual
Suripop festivals. In a remarkable and invaluable volume like this, such
omissions are inevitable. They are worth citing if only to add this reviewer's
salute to an indomitable and resilient society.

Finally, the editors and publisher are to be congratulated for the abundance
of photographs (photo-reduced and carefully placed) to enhance the text.
Extensive footnotes and bibliography and index will also make this a useful
reference work. That it is in smooth and readable English will occasion no
problem for Dutch (or Surinamese) readers and will, hopefully, bring new
attention to this deserving land from across the Caribbean and beyond.
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Jonathan Benjamin-Alvarado has assembled a fascinating account of the
Cuban nuclear energy program using primary and secondary data. He frames
this account with modernization and development theories, the post-Soviet
era, and growing environmental consciousness triggered largely by the
Chernobyl calamity. The central actor in this drama is the Juragua reactor
just outside Cienfuegos, on Cuba's south-central coast. Is Cuba's energy
dilemma the result of the long-standing U.S. trade embargo? Did the former
USSR (and now Russia) desert their toehold in the Western hemisphere?
These layered narratives permeate this readable and important account of
Cuban and Latin American politics and energy policy.

Cuba's nuclear energy program began in the 1980s. lts aim was to free the
economy from hard-currency dependence on foreign oil imports. Although
today Cuba produces about 15 percent of its petroleum needs (up nearly
threefold from the mid-1980s), it is still spending precious hard currency on
oil imports. The salience of Benjamin-Alvarado's story is even more pressing
since the book's publication because of the soured relationships between the
Mexican president, Vicente Fox, and Fidel Castro, and the vicissitudes of
Venezuelan president Chavez's "boliviariana" revolution that entailed, for
a while, subsidized oil exports to Cuba. Nevertheless, in the early 1990s,
Cuba entered its "Special Period in a Time of Peace" which complicated
the completion of Juragua, securing credits, and enlisting technical support.
That a nuclear accident in Cuba portends great implications for the public
health of the Cayman Islands, the Bahamas, and the southeastern United
States muddied the waters further. Chapter 1 contextualizes these factors
and then interprets them in a discussion of modernization theory, energy and
economie security, and research methodology. The author tells us "Cuba's
ongoing and persistent failure to develop nuclear energy during the past
twenty years presents a dilemma of sorts for the Castro regime" (especially
the start-and-stop of Juragua, p. 17). He elaborates:
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I expect to find that the symbolic rationale established during the
early stages ... has been discarded for an approach that is much more
economically rational in regard to grand infrastructural projects ... A
preliminary analysis of Cuban nuclear activities suggests that officials
involved in initiating the nuclear program gave primary consideration to
political reasons (p. 17).

The book sets up a broader theoretical context in the second chapter by
examining the role of energy development, modernization theory, and case
studies of energy development. Chapter 3 offers a cost-benefit analysis of the
Cuban energy policies, as well as an analysis of the present Cuban energy
model. The author shows that "economie development is only a necessary
prerequisite for liberal democratie governance, and not a sufficient condition
for the realization of political democracy" (p. 41). We learn that approaches
to nuclear energy policy often fail to understand the incentives and
disincentives in a cost-benefit manner which, in turn, provide a framework
for the next two chapters.

It is not surprising that Cuba's nuclear energy program had the full
blessing of Fidel Castro. As early as 1968, Castro identified the nuclear
path as a desirable one, even though Fulgencio Batista created the Comisión
de Energia Nuclear de Cuba in 1955. The Eisenhower administration
promised to work with the government to establish a 1MW reactor for a
nuclear research laboratory, a 2.5 MeV Va de Graaff accelerator, and other
minor nuclear apparatuses. A variety of projects to establish small reactors
in Regla (Havana), Zapata Swamp, and other locations, however, never
materialized. Obviously, the 1959 revolution, aside from serious cost and
distribution concerns, thwarted those efforts. In 1967, the Academy of
Sciences in Havana held a Soviet-sponsored photo exhibit titled, "Atomic
Energy for Peaceful Purposes." Within a year, the two nations announced a
formal nuclear energy program. It is here that the author develops his skills
as a policy analyst, and leaves no perspective unturned in systematically
assessing the evolution of Cuba's nuclear energy. Table 3.8, "Outcomes
Matrix," is a particularly succinct way of approaching issues of economie
viability, nuclear safety, technical assistance, and environmental risk.

Chapter 4 changes the scale of analysis to the international context
shaping the island's nuclear trajectory. The author reviews in adequate detail
the many international treaties signed by Havana and their implications for
providing legitimacy and finance for the island's reactors. Germany, Spain,
Italy, France, Argentina, and other nations made overtures to rescue the
fledgling nuclear industry in the 1990s. It was not, as some might suspect, the
U.S. opposition to Cuba's nuclear energy (for safety and armament concerns)
that stymied nuclear production in the 1990s. Rather, "the loss of Cuba's
primary nuclear trade partner has devastated the nuclear program. While the
Russian Federation has attempted to keep the Juragua project alive, the fact
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remains that the numerous trade agreements concluded between Cuba and
Russia to complete construction have been mostly symbolic in nature" (p.
115).

Power to the People concludes with a short chapter and a postscript that
make a cogent case about why Havana continues to press for a nuclear energy
program, and why that program makes good sense to the revolutionary
leadership. While Juragua remains mothballed at a very hefty price, Cuba
has made significant gains in nuclear-related fields of physics, agriculture,
and medicine (p. 136). The author believes "one should not be so quick to
label the effort a failure." Cuba has in place a well-conceived and operating
nuclear bureaucracy and the scientific and technological infrastructure
to successfully exploit nuclear power for electricity should its financial
position improve in the future (p. 142). This is a much more sympathetic
view than one reached recently by Diaz-Briquets and Pérez-López (2000)
in their insightful analysis of socialist Cuba's energy policies. Furthermore,
Benjamin-Alvarado mostly skirts the issue of whether excluding citizen
input into shaping nuclear policy is a concern, or whether the opportunity
costs incurred in food, shelter, and healthcare merit his conclusions.

This is a well-written and concise book that will interest a variety of
scholars in the social sciences, development studies, civil engineering,
energy and environmental policy, and the natural sciences. It lacks a useful
index (a short one exists but it seems likely that the publisher compiled it),
but its endnotes are copious and its references are useful. Benjamin-Alvarado
documents an important case study and provides a useful framework for
assessing this important topic.
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Keith Sandiford's wide-ranging and theoretically ambitious study,
The Cultural Politics of Sugar, might well have been entitled "Sweete
Negotiation." The phrase, culled from Richard Ligon's 1657 History of
Barbadoes, furnishes an organizing conceit for Sandiford's readings of six
narratives about the elaboration of West lndian creole cultural identity in the
long eighteenth century. Sandiford examines the strategies that permitted
eighteenth-century creole authors to negotiate between the sweet economie
profits to be gleaned from sugar and the bitter pill of Caribbean dependence
on slavery, between the desire to attain literary and political credibility in
the eyes of the metropolitan public and creole aspirations for an autonomous
cultural identity.

The concept of negotiation, with its shadings of economie bargaining and
political and cultural give-and-take, has venerable forebears, and Sandiford
further invigorates the term by remarking on the tension between its Latin
roots: neg- (not) and otium (ease, quiet). Sandiford returns to these terms
throughout the book, employing them as the metaphorical poles between
which creole identity restlessly shifts in each text. Simultaneously trope and
practice, "rhetoric pressed into the service of representing material culture"
(p. 25), and "mode of symbolic action," (p. 31), the term negotiation is able
to embrace a wide range of practices both within and outside the texts at
hand. The very suppleness of the term negotiation at times makes it hard
to pin down, but Sandiford carefully anchors his theoretical contentions in
attentive textual and historical readings of six primary texts: Ligon's History
of Barbadoes, Charles de Rochefort's Natural and Moral History of the
Antilles (1666), James Grainger's The Sugar Cane (1764), Janet Schaws's
Journal of a Lady of Quality (written 1774-76), William Beckford's
Descriptive Account of Jamaica, and Matthew (Monk) Lewis's Journal
of a West lndian Proprietor (1834). These texts populate the footnotes
of eighteenth-century studies on colonialism but are rarely the object of
sustained or systematic investigation. Sandiford not only reads each work
with admirable attention to historical context and the specific conditions of
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its literary production, but also proffers a valuable and much-needed narrative
of the relations between these disparate works in order to tender a coherent
theory of the eighteenth-century bid for creole cultural legitimacy. Sandiford
does not read "through" the texts to their historical context, but examines
the formal aspects of each text (its tropes, its addressees, its contradictions)
in the kind of close reading that eighteenth-century colonial texts too
infrequently receive. Thus his remarkable treatment of Grainger's use of
the georgic mode shows how literary form was reshaped to accommodate
colonial content (as in Grainger's risible "Now, Muse, let's sing of rats,"
p. 75) while addressing how such literary reformulations arise out of the
author's torn allegiance between "the clubbable ethos of Johnsonian politics
and the Creole ethos of bourgeois capitalism" (p. 70). Sandiford's treatment
of the contradictions that emerge when European literary topoi are translated
to the tropics embraces an impressive range of genres and literary practices:
from Rochefort's exploitation of the trope of premier temps and Schaw's
manipulation of Scottish national sensibilities to Beckford's use of the
picturesque and Lewis's Romantic idealism.

Maintaining the tensions at work within these texts courts the risk of
homogenizing either metropolitan or colonial interests as half of a binary.
Sandiford shows admirable sensitivity to the plurality of (primarily European)
voices and positions in these texts. Particularly useful in this regard is his
examination of the political contexts that distinguish the French colonial
project out of which Rochefort's text emerged. With a few exceptions, African
and indigenous populations primarily surface in these narratives as bodies to
be repressed, aestheticized, or otherwise circumvented, a reminder that the
Bakhtinian multivoicedness alluded to in Sandiford's introduction involves
the occlusion as well as the mingling of voices and discourses. "Caribs and
Africans," Sandiford contends, "are always elusive, never attaining total
presence, therefore never accommodating themselves to full apprehension.
Together they ensure that Creole desire is always problematized and
decidedly contested" (pp. 16-17). In the book's periodization, these partial
presences are only gradually apprehended as part of creole identity; it is only
around the time of Beckford's 1790 Descriptive Account, Sandiford writes,
that "the identifier 'Creole' can no longer be taken as an exclusive marker
for whites" (p. 124).

The book contains an impressive chorus of theoretical voices, and
Sandiford nimbly shifts from one theoretical take to another. At times,
however, wonderfully suggestive connections between these eighteenth-
century texts and current literary and cultural theory are pointed to but not
fully worked out, leaving open the question of how, to take one example,
Ligon's animistic depiction of slaves tending hungry braziers might turn
on or modify Girard's concept of the sacred (p. 37). The writing is at times
syntactically complex, with a density of theoretical language that poses
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perennially troubling questions about the imposition of current theoretical
paradigms on eighteenth-century texts. If the kinship sought between
the earlier texts and White, Certeau, Butler, and Bhabha (to name only a
few) at times suggests a desire to negotiate historical differences through
the relatively familiar tenets of contemporary theory, the theoretical
sophistication of the book's interests, coupled with its original, probing
readings of often under-examined texts, make it a valuable contribution to
the study of West Indian creole writing in the eighteenth century.

Derek Walcott. JOHN THIEME. Manchester: Manchester University Press,
1999. xvii + 251 pp. (Cloth US$ 69.95)
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To work on writers as productive as Derek Walcott can be very exciting
but potentially frustrating at the same time. In 2000, barely one year after
John Thieme published his Derek Walcott with Manchester University
Press, Farrar, Straus, and Giroux issued Tiepolo's Hound, a long poem in
couplets where (among other things) Walcott offers his readers a parallel
account of his life and that of the Caribbean impressionist painter Camille
Pissarro. Moreover, two plays by Walcott - Walker and The Ghost Dance
- have just come out. Nevertheless, this by no means renders Thieme's book
out-of-date or irrelevant. Whoever reads it will be more than well equipped
to enjoy and understand Tiepolo's Hound, Walker and The Ghost Dance
together with the rest of Walcott's works. This is not only because Thieme's
book is a thorough work, covering both Walcott's drama and poetry (with
appropriate references to his essays), but also because it revolves around a
valid argument passionately supported.

In "Contexts and Intertexts," the first of seven chronologically organized
chapters which provide a precise account of Walcott's aesthetic itinerary,
Thieme introduces his argument and elaborates upon it, preparing readers for
what is to come. He begins by contesting the stereotyped view of Walcott as
a Eurocentric writer in two different ways. First, he points out that Walcott's
key formative influences for his apprenticeship years not only include
"masters" like T.S. Eliot, Dante, and Charles Baudelaire but also the folk
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culture of his native island of St. Lucia. Thieme then focuses on Walcott's
"The Spoiler's Return" for some of his primary exemplifications. This long
poem, published for the first time in 1981 and now included in the Collected
Poems (Walcott 1986:432-38), is intriguing in terms of Walcott's use of
intertextuality: from a Eurocentric point of view one could read it as a poem
written in couplets and following the Roman and English Augustan satire,
but from a Caribbean perspective one could say that it follows the popular
meter of calypso and its oral tradition. Rather than validating what at first
sight might be seen as a binary model (Europe/Caribbean), Thieme points
out that Walcott collapses the distance between the two cultures and suggests
"dialectical continuities across cultures and periods and within the utterances
of a particular speech act or literary text" (p. 23).

Chapter 2, "Finding a Voice," is especially helpful because it focuses
on Walcott's early poetry - some of which is difficult to find in either
bookshops or libraries. Thieme anchors these poems to their Caribbean
context by pointing out that the existential angst, the sense of psychological
fragmentation, and lost innocence which characterize them, can be seen as
a response to the racial divisions of the Caribbean. Chapter 3, "Founding a
West Indian Theatre," introduces us to Walcott's early plays (until 1967),
signposting the development of a theatrical practice sensitive to Caribbean
cultures and traditions and coming to terms with their creolization. Thieme's
main line of reasoning in the book is formed by what he calls "two
interlocking theses": "Walcott's attempt to erode Manichean binaries in
favour of a continuüm model of culture and identity" and the development
of a "poetics of migration" which both challenges and undermines discursive
boundaries (p. 205). In Chapter 4, "The Poet as Castaway," Thieme suggests
that despite Walcott-the-poet's cultivation of an individual, personal, and
subjective perspective, there is a certain continuity of practices and purposes
between poet and play wright. Far from promoting "the notion of the unitary
Cartesian self," Walcott's poetry "promotes ... subjectivity as a discursive
formation ... [and] offers a radical challenge to versions of identity predicated
upon linear, essentialist conceptions of self' (pp. 93-94).

With Chapter 5 ("Renegotiating Roles"), Thieme returns to drama
and explores how the achievement of independence in various parts of
the Caribbean put Walcott's attempts to erode the binarism of colonizer/
colonized in a new and more complex perspective. Accounts of well-known
plays like The Joker ofSeville - a creolized adaptation of Tirso de Molina's
El Burlador de Sevilla commissioned by the Royal Shakespeare Company
- are intermingled with precious commentaries on then-still-unpublished
plays, such as The Ghost Dance (first performed in 1989), a particularly
interesting work because it draws a parallel between the genocides of the
native populations of the Caribbean and North America.
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Chapter 6, "Odysseys," is an intelligent study of Walcott's Homeric
associations. Thieme rightly emphasizes that neither are they merely
derivative, nor do they have a strictly counterdiscursive value. He also
claims that the image of the restless wanderer is the embodiment of an effort
to embrace and (re)negotiate different cultures that recurs throughout his
poetry and drama. The concluding chapter reinforces Thieme's argument:
readers are reminded that if initially the need for a "poetics of migration"
was intensely local and emerged from a specific situation of marginalization,
now that essentialist positions are no longer tenable, Walcott's "poetics of
migration" has acquired a "global valency" (p. 205). As Thieme repeatedly
points out, Walcott's aesthetic choice actually anticipated well-known
subsequent theoretical practices (i.e. hybridization theory). A "Selected
Bibliography" (which is not complete but constitutes a good place to start
with someone as prolific as Walcott) closes a rich and truly comprehensive
study of Walcott's works from the 1940s to 1999 (and beyond).
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This volume does a great service to an important Caribbean poet, thanks to
the work of a masterly editor and a dedicated press. Martin Carter (1927-
97) was born in Georgetown, Guyana, and lived his life there, an educated,
brown, middle-class "poet of the people." So goes the soundbite. But Carter's
relation to his country's people and its politics was complex. When the
young Cheddi Jagan came on the political scène of what was then the colony
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of British Guiana in the 1940s, Carter recognized a visionary after his own
heart and did extensive party work in preparation for the first adult suffrage
election in 1953. The election of Jagan, perceived in those cold war years
as a Communist, lead to an invasion by British troops and suspension of the
new constitution. Carter was among those imprisoned (for several months)
as a result. He had already published (locally) three volumes of poems: The
HUI ofFire Glows Red (1951), The KindEagle (1952), and The Hidden Man
(1952). (Frank Birbalsingh's excellent account of them is included here.)
His next collection, Poems of Resistance from British Guyana, published
in London in 1954, is the work that both made Carter's reputation as a poet
and petrified that reputation, so that he came to be known abroad only as a
political activist who wrote "socialist poetry." More collections followed,
chief among them Poems of Succession (1977), Poems of Affinity (1980),
and Selected Poems (1989, with a revised edition in 1997), but these were all
but unknown outside the Caribbean. Within the Caribbean, the later poems
tended to be read in the light of Guyana's tragic decline under the oppressive
rule of Forbes Burnham. In that light, Carter appears to move through deep
political disillusionment to seek refuge in poetic inwardness when faced with
his country's increasing racialism, violence, and cultural disintegration.

Critical approaches to Carter can hardly avoid taking part in debates about
the function of poetry in a politically charged context - for example, about
the relative values of public and private utterance, or about whether political
poetry is real poetry. Here Stewart Brown has brought together an impressive
array of diverse, cogently-argued positions on those crucial questions. The
prominence of the word "art" in the book's subtitle is pointed but not
tendentious. His introduction explains that the original aim of the collection
was to bring together the best of the existing criticism and to supplement it
with newly-solicited essays. The result is 100 pages of material providing
contexts for Carter's work, and another 200 pages of detailed readings of his
poems.

But there is more. Martin Carter died during the preparation of the book,
and in response the editor decided to add another section of recollections
and tributes, including some of the original obituaries, which adds another
100 pages to the volume. The final product offers 400 pages of work by 65
contributors. Thanks to the generosity of Peepal Tree, long dedicated to the
cause of Caribbean literature, this large book is available for a reasonable
price. And thanks to the prodigious energies of Stewart Brown, the book
includes a bibliography which effectively supersedes previous bibliographies
of Carter, and along with it, gives us that blessed thing - so rare in edited
volumes - an index.

The quality of the critical essays is consistently high. The essays of
Eusi Kwayana and Gordon Rohlehr are notable for the depth of contextual
knowledge they bring to bear. Kamau Brathwaite's two articles on Carter are
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perhaps the most widely known studies of Carter, but they are complemented
by Barbara Lalla's lucid demonstration of the value of a linguistic approach
to the poetry, and Rupert Roopnarine's brilliant, revealing analysis of an
apparently simple eight-line poem. Among the essays on the later poetry, those
by Michael Gilkes, Stanley Greaves, and Al Creighton stand out. Creighton's
is valuable for its survey of early criticism of Carter, and incidentally reflects
well on the editor's judgment, since nearly all that he mentions is reprinted
in this volume. Indeed there are many historically important items (some
obscurely published or now virtually inaccessible), including early prefaces
that help to situate the poems in their moment. Along the way, several of the
writers offer astute comments on Carter's very subtle use of dialect in the
poetry. Clem Seecharan in passing reprints a worthy.and nearly overlooked
poem, "If Today" (1954), which is not even included in the bibliography of
poems published in periodicals (p. 34).

The added tributes and memoirs are by their nature not always substantial.
Yet Mark Mc Watt has written a very fine and moving essay, and Sasenarine
Persaud presents a unique Indian perspective on Carter, with intriguing
comments on the poet's relationship to Rabindranath Tagore. In interviews,
Derek Walcott and George Lamming offer much insight into Carter's life
and work. Nearly a dozen of the tributes are themselves poems by major
poets, among which, for this reader, Syl Lowhar's stands out.

Stewart Brown, working with excellent materials, has produced an
important book, likely to generate considerable new interest in Carter, and
capable of serving as a model for consolidating critical perspective on other
Caribbean writers. Above all, this collection makes a powerful argument for
the unique significance of Carter as a poet, a significance most elegantly
characterized by Roopnarine: "Already, as early as 1955, the Carter manner
announces itself; notably in the stubborn precisions of the writing and the
rhythmic movement of mind. Thought itself is cadenced, musical even as it
stalks the truth" (p. 49).
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The publication of John Holm's two-volume work, Pidgins and Creoles,
in 1988-89 was one of the important events of 1980s creolistics. An entire
new generation of young creolists - myself included - grew up with it as the
reference work. Although much has happened since the publication of this
work, it still remains the first book I recommend when beginners ask me
where to start a journey into the fascinating world of creole linguistics. Even
though it has shortcomings, I regard Pidgins and Creoles as a remarkable
achievement. Despite impressive works such as John Reinecke (1937) and
Norbert Boretzky (1983) - on which Holm relied heavily - never before had
so much relevant creole data been assembled by one single person.

When I became informed enough to spot some of Holm's (1988-89)
inevitable shortcomings, I began thinking about an expanded and revised
edition. Now that more than a decade has passed since the original
publication, it appears that Cambridge University Press, too, feels the
moment has come for an updated reissue. For this is, in essence, what the
"new" Introducüon to Pidgins and Creoles is - a merger of two volumes into
one, with the addition of some sections, and minimal updating of others. The
book has a new title, but is in reality old material in a new packaging. The
only comment on this to be found in An Introducüon is two brief lines in the
preface, saying: "This book contains much fresh material [but] also rests on
the foundation of my earlier volumes [Holm 1988/89]." Saying that the book
"rests on the foundation" of the 1988-89 volumes is a gross understatement
when the overwhelming majority of the material is not only similar, but
in fact, identical, word for word. I do not know whether the author or the
publishing company is responsible for this, but highly dubious - if not
outright dishonest - it is.

Yet, since Holm 1988-89 was a masterpiece, it could not possibly turn bad
by a slight reworking, and the "new" book still is an excellent introduction to
the subject. One thing I find unfortunate, however, is the remaining emphasis
on Atlantic creoles. This may have been warranted in the original edition
(when most of the data available were concerned with the Atlantic), but a
widening of the scope to include more material relating to other varieties
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ought, in my view, to have been the main objective for a revised edition.
Given the title, one might perhaps also have expected the incorporation of
more pidgin data. As the book stands, pidgins are more or less discussed in
passing.

Another thing on my wish list would have been the correction of certain
fallacies. It must be borne in mind that a work with this wide a scope is
bound to contain errors, and most of Holm's are no more serioüs than in any
comparable work. Yet, one would think that the correction of such errors
would be one of the main reasons for publishing a new edition of the book.
Again, although they are not spectacularly numerous or salient, it would
have been an easy task to correct errors like the following:

Maridi Arabic is still suggested (p. 15) to have been spoken in
Mauretania, whereas both Kaye (1991:5) and Owens (1996:132)
have since argued that the text fragments may instead be from
Egypt or Sudan.

The one preposition of Russenorsk is given as pa rather than po,
presumably because of Holm's attempt at rendering the Norwegian
speeling pa, where the vowel is back mid rather than open, as the
current (mis)spelling suggests.

In discussing Tok Pisin and other varieties of Melanesian Pidgin
English, Holm completely ignores the case made - to my mind
convincingly - by Baker (1993) that an ancestral proto-pidgin first
emerged in southern Australia rather than in Melanesia.

The number of speakers of the Saotomense and Principense
Creoles of West Africa is equated with the number of inhabitants of
these islands (p. 73), although both varieties are retreating before
Portuguese, so much so that Principe is a dying language now
spoken only by a tiny minority of the total population (Romana
1997:210; Lorenzino 1998:42).

Just as in 1989, Holm still suggests (p. 74) that the Bantu lexicon of
Angolar dates to a period before its split from Proto-Saotomense,
despite the fact that all evidence points in the opposite direction.
(For a brief discussion and references, see Parkvall 2000:133-34.)
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On the other hand, I am even more impressed than before by Holm's
historical background sketches (which took up most of Volume 2 in 1989,
but which are the foremost victims of the shortening required to merge the
two volumes into one). In them, he captures excellently the socioeconomic
factors which led to the formation of the languages under discussion. A
section entitled "Development of Theory" (which takes up the more than 50
pages of Chapter 2) is also brilliant and serves as a great introduction to the
history of the subdiscipline of creole linguistics, and Holm has succeeded
in keeping a neutral stance with regard to many controversial matters. One
might object, though, that this is somewhat facilitated by the relative lack of
new material - it is certainly easier not to offend anybody when dealing with
events that took place several decades or even a century ago than it is when
discussing the latest disciplinary developments. When it comes to more
contemporary issues, my feeling is that Holm relies too heavily on substrate
explanations, at the expense of the simplificatory tendencies of pidginization,
which I prefer to emphasize. This "moderate substratist" (in Holm's own
words) bent is not extreme, however, and ought not be problematic for the
mainstream creolist.

Yet, the substratist stance might motivate a wider selection of substrate
languages. Holm says (p. 174) that he has considered twenty African
languages, but except when he quotes other creolists, Bambara and Yoruba
remain the only ones actually cited. Holm is aware (p. 62) that speakers of
Yoruba arrived too late in the New World to have much of an influence,
but he sees it and Bambara as "representative of the substrate languages
that influenced the creoles" (p. 179). Such a policy has its obvious risks,
and occasionally Holm takes this "representativeness" much too far, as for
example when he suggests Bambara influence on the imperfective marker
/ka/ of the Gulf of Guinea creoles (p. 181). It is, in fact, relatively certain that
there never was a Bambara presence in this region.

One of the purposes of a review is of course to give the potential readers
an idea of whether or not the book reviewed is worth buying. I would
recommend that anybody not already in possession of the original volumes
purchase Introduction to Pidgins and Creoles. If you already have them,
though, there is little reason to support a publishing company trying to make
you purchase the same publication twice.
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